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Council: Hornsby  

Delegate: Garry West 

Venue: Pymble Golf Club 

Date: 3 February 2016 

Time: 1:00pm 

  

Facilitator: Okay.  So I’ll get you all now to come to order if you wouldn’t mind.  I’ll just get 
Nathan to make sure that this level on this microphone is good as well.  We’re 
in for quite a busy day.  As you can see, we’ve got a terrific crowd that’s 
gathered here today.  Some more chairs are being brought out by the venue 5 

so those of you are standing patiently at the back, I really appreciate that and 
we’ll be getting chairs to you as quickly as we possibly can.  It’s my great 
pleasure to be able to welcome you all here today.  You are here to play your 
part in the public inquiry into Council boundaries.  Today’s inquiry concerns 
the Hornsby Shire Council and Ku-ring-gai Council Boundaries.  My name is 10 

Deborah Cameron.  I’m here to make sure that today runs smoothly and that 
you have your opportunity to participate in this very important process.  In a 
moment, I’ll introduce you to the independent delegate.  He’s here to listen to 
you.  First though, if you’ve not already done so, you need to register as an 
attendee.  Also, please turn your mobiles to silent or turn them off if you like.  15 

Toilets are located right at the back of the room.  There’s kind of like an 
alcove, a lighted alcove at the back.  Walk towards those lights and you’ll see 
the doors to the toilets on the right-hand side.  In the unlikely event of an 
emergency, there are emergency exits all around this space.  If it’s a complex 
emergency, people from venue will instruct you about what to do.  Mr Garry 20 

West is to conduct this inquiry into Hornsby Shire Council and the Ku-ring-gai 
Council, I beg your pardon, boundary proposal and I’d like to introduce Mr 
West now.  Mr West. 

Garry: Thank you, Deborah.  Good afternoon everyone.  As Deborah said my name 
is Garry West.  I am the delegate that has been appointed by the acting Chief 25 

Executive of the Office of Local Government to examine and report on the 
Minister of the Local Government’s proposal to merge part of Hornsby Shire 
Council with the Ku-ring-gai Council.  I’d like to formally open this session by 
welcoming all of you to this public inquiry, which is part of the examination and 
reporting process that I will be conducting into this merger proposal.  I begin 30 

by acknowledging the traditional custodians and their ancestors on the land 
on which this public inquiry takes place and I also pay my respects to the 
elders past and present.  This public inquiry is being conducted in accordance 
with Section 263 of the Local Government Act.  My role as delegate is to 
examine and report on a proposal that has been referred to me by the Acting 35 

Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government by the Minister for Local 
Government under Section 218F1 of the Act.  This proposal is for a merger 
between Hornsby Shire Council part and Ku-ring-gai Council.  I have been 
appointed to conduct an examination of the proposal and to provide a report 
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to the Minister and to the Boundaries Commission.  May I at this stage stress 
that my role is an impartial role and I am not an advocate for or against this 
proposal.  I also would indicate that this is not a Q & A session, this is an 
opportunity for people who registered to speak to present their views to me. 

 Section 2632(a) and 218(f)(2) of the Local Government Act, requires me to 5 

hold a public inquiry into the proposal to merge the part of Hornsby Shire 
Council north of the M2 and Ku-ring-gai Council.  The main purpose of this 
inquiry is to provide members of the public with an opportunity to provide their 
views on the proposal directly to me.  As members of the public, Councils, 
local members, you have been invited to attend today’s public inquiry and 10 

some of you have also chosen to speak under the examination.  More detail 
on the inquiry process can be found on the Council Boundary Review website 
but in summary, I conduct a public inquiry, call for written submissions, 
prepare a report on the proposal, having due regard to the factors in Section 
263(3) of the Act and I must draw your attention to those factors that I must 15 

consider in my report.   

 Firstly, the financial advantages or disadvantages of the proposal to the 
residents and rate payers of the area concerned.  Next, the community of 
interest and geographic cohesion in the existing areas and in any proposed 
new area, the existing historical and traditional values in the existing areas 20 

and the impact of change on them, the attitude of residents and ratepayers of 
the areas concerned, the requirements of the area concerned in relation to 
elected representation for residents and ratepayers at the local level, the 
desirable and appropriate relationship between elected representatives and 
ratepayers and residents, and other such matters as are considered relevant 25 

in relation to past and future patterns of elected representation for that area.  
The impact of the proposal and the ability of the Council to provide adequate, 
equitable and appropriate services and facilities and the impact of the 
proposal on the employment of staff by the Council, the impact of the proposal 
on any rural communities in the resulting areas, the desirability or otherwise of 30 

dividing the resulting area or areas into wards, the need to ensure that the 
opinions of each of the diverse communities of the resulting area or areas are 
effectively represented and any other factors relevant to the provision of 
efficient and effective Local Government in the existing and proposed new 
areas.   35 

 At the conclusion of the examination process, I will prepare a report as I’ve 
said to the Minster and to the Boundaries Commission.  The Boundaries 
Commission will then review and provide a comment and on my report and 
these reports and comments will be provided to the Minister for Local 
Government, who will then consider those reports together with any 40 

comments and may or may not recommend to the Governor of New South 
Wales that the proposed merger be implemented with or without 
modifications.   

 To allow today’s proceedings to be conducted fairly and efficiently, and 
inequitably, this inquiry will be structured, with a schedule of speakers and 45 

time limits.  Our facilitator, Deborah, will provide you with a more detailed and 
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run down on today’s proceedings in a moment.  Other members of my team 
are my Executive Officer, Julie, and my Assistant Co-ordinator, Amanda, 
who’s somewhere here helping out. 

 Finally, might I say my duty is to listen to all submissions and to consider them 
along with other material gathered through the course of the examination 5 

process, in preparation of my report.  I need to make it clear that I do not have 
the power to resolve any specific issues or identify solutions to any particular 
complaints that any individual or organisation may have about the proposal or 
the Local Government reform process to date.   

 In addition to having the opportunity to speak at this public inquiry, members 10 

of the public may provide their views on the merger proposal by making a 
written submission.  Written submissions will be one of the important ways to 
me for me to gather information during this process as well as verbal 
submissions which you will be making today and of course this evening.  If 
you wish to make a written submission, you are encouraged to focus on one 15 

or more of those factors that I listed earlier in Section 263(3) of the Act, which 
I’ve just read out and these can be found on the website.   

 My final report and all written submissions will be published at the end of this 
examination process unless an author of the submission request that their 
submission remain confidential.   20 

 Can I say today, there’ll be many views expressed.  Please be respectful of 
the views that are expressed by various speakers.  They may not accord with 
your own views but it is important that people have their say without 
interruption and I’d now like to ask Deborah to carry on.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you Mr West.  And as you know Mr West is an independent delegate 25 

for this inquiry.  Now this public inquiry is for you.  It’s your opportunity to 
express your opinions and views on this proposal.  Mr West is independent 
and is here to listen.  This inquiry is being held in accordance with the Local 
Government Act and must therefore conclude at five o’clock this afternoon.  
You should have signed in by now and those of you who have registered as 30 

speakers will have received a number and I will shortly start calling those 
numbers.  A microphone has been set up just here in the centre and I’d ask 
you to please step up to the mic when your number’s is called.  The person 
who is next in turn should then come or prepare to come to the mic, perhaps 
by waiting at the side of the room, there’s a couple of chairs here, they’ll come 35 

vacant shortly, and you can take your place here so that you can jump up and 
be ready because we are very conscious of time.   

 As you know, there are two sessions for this inquiry into the proposal, there is 
one to be held this evening as well.  To ensure that as many different views 
as possible are heard, you will have the opportunity to speak once.  Also, only 40 

one member from an organisation can speak on behalf of that organisation 
and please also understand that under Section 263 of the Local Government 
Act, a person isn’t entitled to be represented at this inquiry by their lawyer or 
by a paid advocate.   
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 To the very best of my ability, I’ll endeavour to ensure that everyone who 
wants an opportunity to speak will have it.  Unregistered speakers will have an 
opportunity but you will have to wait until all of the registered speakers have 
their say.  Representatives of Hornsby Shire Council and Ku-ring-gai Council, 
who are the subject of today’s inquiry, will have 15 minutes for their 5 

presentations.  Community groups will have 10 minutes.  Individuals will have 
five minutes to present their views.  If you wish to provide further information, 
presentations or any other material to Mr West, he’ll gladly receive that as a 
written submission and all of the submissions, written and verbal, will be 
thoroughly considered by Mr West.  To help you with the time limit, I’ll set a 10 

timer.  When you have a minute to run, I’ll tell you.  When I give you the call, 
please come up to the mic, tell me your name, the Local Government area 
that you live in and if it’s relevant, the organisation that you represent.  Please 
address your comments today to the issues contained in the proposal that 
Hornsby Shire Council and Ku-ring-gai Council be merged. 15 

 Today’s inquiry and public hearing is a very important part of the process and 
I know I can count on very forthright and relevant presentations here today.  
I’d ask that you be respectful to me, to Mr West and to your fellow citizens that 
have gathered here.  You will have an opportunity to hear many different 
points of view today and it is really important to me that good order is 20 

maintained.  As you’d expect, today’s proceedings are going to be properly 
recorded.  An official audio recording of the inquiry is being made.  There are 
also note-takers who are present and Mr West will have access to all of that 
information when he comes to make his considerations.  If you don’t want 
your voice recorded, then you can make a written submission.  Now private 25 

audio, video and photography is only to be taken today with Mr West’s 
permission.  I realise a lady just walked down before and took some 
photographs.  Mr West observed that.  I’m sure all of you understand that if 
that was to happen, if everybody jumped up with their camera, it wouldn’t 
work very well so if you do want to take a record, just make sure that Mr West 30 

is aware of that.  For any media representatives here today, you’re very 
welcome.  There is a media protocol.  Please check, if you haven’t already 
with one of the Council Boundary staff to make sure that you are aware of the 
protocol.   

 So now to the substance of the day and I’d like to call speaker number one, 35 

who is Steve Russell, who’s the Mayor I should say, I do apologise Mr Mayor. 

Steve: Pleasure, thank you.  Okay.  Thanks very much.  Mr West I’d like to thank you 
for allowing me to speak about Local Government reform today and this 
proposal that you’re considering.  In our opinion, Local Government reform is 
essential if New South Wales is to be relevant as Australia moves into the 21st 40 

Century.  Many Local Government boundaries were drawn up in the late 19th 
century and earlier 20th century in the days of horse and cart and telegrams.  
These days, with cars, mobile phones, and email, there is no longer a need 
for these archaic boundaries.  There is however a definite need for Local 
Government that is both efficient and viable.  Indeed in the past two years of 45 

Hornsby Shire Council, we have substantially embraced change.  For 
example, we have taken the Council’s income statement result from 110th in 
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the state in 2011/12 to 3rd in 2014/15.  Through efficiencies, we have 
increased the number of residents per Council employee to 368, which I 
believe is the best in the state.  In comparison, some metropolitan Councils 
have as low as 118 residents per Council employee.  We have achieved this 
by making two strategic decisions focusing on our cores services.  I mention 5 

these figures to reinforce this Council’s financial credentials and to make clear 
that we are now a strong financially viable Council.  Therefore, we embrace 
reform, not through necessity but because we can clearly see the benefits for 
the community.  Our position has been taken after we commissioned a 
number of independent reports over recent years from organisations including 10 

KPMG, PricewaterhouseCoopers and Crosby Textor.  We believe the most 
obvious advantage that will come through amalgamation are substantial 
savings through economies of scale, freeing up millions of ratepayer dollars 
for important issues such as improved amenities, libraries, cultural centres, 
sporting fields etcetera.  Not to mention better planning for our suburbs.  The 15 

forecasts indicate there will be an additional $70 million over 20 years on top 
of the $20 million the Government is offering to help with the amalgamation 
process.  The argument that there will be more residents for each Councillor 
is true and so there should be in this modern age.  We should not need as 
many politicians and bureaucrats.   20 

 Regarding representation, we recommend a Council of 13 with four wards of 
three Councillors and a popularly elected Mayor.  For many years, Hornsby 
elected the Mayor annually, but since 2004, we have found the popularly 
Mayor to bring about much more stability.   

 I mentioned planning earlier.  I have heard some concerns that an 25 

amalgamated Council may see an increase in high-rise development within 
the area and a reduction in the standard of design.  Let me be clear.  The 
dwelling targets for each Councillor set by the New South Wales State 
Government as part of the metropolitan strategy, a plan for growing Sydney.  I 
understand that the State Government, through the newly constituted greater 30 

Sydney commission will be finalising the north district plan, which will identify 
revised housing targets for each Local Government area.  Hornsby Council 
has a proven track record of responding to the direction of the State 
Government by planning to meet its dwelling obligations.  This has ensured 
Hornsby Council retained its planning powers and delivered a housing 35 

strategy to provide a supply of houses based on predicted growing and 
ageing population while protecting the bushland, property values, existing 
residential character and not over burdening roads and services.  Council’s 
2011 housing strategy received planning awards from both Local Government 
New South Wales and the planning institute of Australia.  Hornsby Council 40 

has also recently introduced planning provisions and engaged a panel of 
urban design consultants to ensure development applications for high-density 
development demonstrate a quality of design excellence expected by our 
residents.  Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Councils would still need to prepare new 
housing strategies to respond to revised State Government housing targets.  45 

However, an amalgamated Council would provide a greater opportunity to 
ensure any future housing strategy takes into consideration regional issues 
such as open space, road improvements and protection of environmentally 
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sensitive areas.  The newly formed Council would also be in a stronger 
position to lobby for infrastructure provision by the State Government to 
support growth such as improvements to schools, hospitals and state road 
network and the provision of much needed active open space. 

 An amalgamated Council would have the funds available to ensure any 5 

housing strategy focuses on rejuvenating town centres whilst retaining and 
reinforcing their unique character.   

 In other words, an amalgamated Council will be in a very strong position to 
ensure we get the development we want.  However, we would be negligent if 
we did not raise some concerns about the proposal before you.  This proposal 10 

involves the loss of parts of Epping, Carlingford and Beecroft south of the M2.  
We have received a stream of submissions from concerned residents who do 
not want to leave Hornsby Council area to become part of Parramatta.   

 Financially, this change is calculated to be a net loss of $6.4 million per 
annum in the first three years and $5 million annually thereafter.  Hence, the 15 

new Council may not initially achieve the savings outlined in the KPMG report 
if it is to lose this area.  I must reiterate here though that I am confident that 
amalgamated Council will achieve substantial savings in the medium to long 
term.  Our Council is currently preparing a submission, which can be viewed 
on our website and will be considered at our meeting next week.  Thank you 20 

for this opportunity today. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much Mr Mayor.  Our next speaker is John McKee of Ku-ring-
gai Council. 

John: Good afternoon Mr West, delegate to this inquiry, Mayors and Councillors, 
ladies and gentlemen.  My name is John McKee, the General Manager of Ku-25 

ring-gai Council, the position I’ve held for 10 years.  I’ll begin this afternoon by 
recapping Council’s position on Local Government reform.  Council remains 
opposed to forced amalgamations.  We have undertaken extensive analysis in 
relation to the relative advantages and disadvantages of the merger with 
Hornsby versus standing alone, as we have done with all neighbouring 30 

Councillors in the area.  My presentation will not focus on the process that has 
led to this public inquiry, but rather the size, performance and financial 
strength of Ku-ring-gai, and indeed our neighbours in Hornsby as Mayor 
Russell articulated.  They clearly demonstrate the business case for a merger 
with Hornsby does not stack up.   35 

 A brief snap shot of Ku-ring-gai as we exist today.  Council is widely regarded 
as Sydney’s green heart, characterised by magnificent treed landscape and a 
broad diversity of rare flora and fauna species.  It is already large in 
population by city metropolitan standards and its locations along the railway 
corridor will result in the population exceeding 150,000 in 15 years from now.  40 

The Council has met and exceeded all aspects of the financial sustainability 
measures and has delivered operating surpluses for the past 10 years.  The 
quality of services and projects provided to our community was formerly 
recognised in 2014 when we collected the A R Bluett Award for the most 
progressive metropolitan Council in New South Wales.   45 
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 The current size of Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby Council as a stand-alone is 
already comparable to other proposed mergers in northern Sydney.  Hornsby 
is represented on the screen by the red and yellow bars second from the left 
and Ku-ring-gai is as a stand-alone Council is on the far right.  Bookend in the 
other merged northern Sydney Councils.  The combined population of the 5 

proposed merger between Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby is estimated to grow to 
350,000 people by 2031 as shown on the far left of the screen.  This would be 
significantly larger than any other northern Sydney Council. 

 A merged Council of Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby shown on the far right of this 
screen, on the far left of this screen, would be more than double the size of 10 

the next largest merged Council, being Pittwater and Warringah, shown third 
from the left.  Hornsby Council is by far the largest Council in northern Sydney 
as shown second from the left.  Ku-ring-gai as it stands, the little red box in 
the middled would be the third biggest if all the other Councils where merge 
proposed.  Council contends that bigger is not better and there are a couple of 15 

points to be made regarding the criteria of scale and capacity or put more 
simply, size.  There is absolutely no empirical evidence that links population to 
the financial performance of a Council.  In fact, when one observes the above 
chart, the contrary appears to be the case.  Nine of the largest Councils in 
New South Wales made an average loss of $8.7 million each in 2013/14 and 20 

despite this, it would appear that only two of the Councils in question are 
subject to merger proposals.  I note that Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Councils 
were ranked third and sixth as Mayor Russell pointed out again, respectively 
in terms of operating surpluses out of all New South Wales Councils last year, 
yet we are not doing big enough, perplexing indeed.   25 

 In the case of Ku-ring-gai, we already function as a modern organisation with 
staffing capacity and an expertise to a level to deliver excellence and the 
resources to attract professionals into leadership and specialist roles.  We 
have a demonstrated track record in delivering large strategic projects and 
outcomes through our community, whilst partnering effectively with both state 30 

and Federal Governments.  That is what the Government has said Councils 
need to be able to do and we are already doing it.   

 This slide showcases just a few of the major projects that Council has 
achieved in partnership with government.  They range from commuter 
carparks to major town centre activation projects and recreational facilities, 35 

and Council’s Director of Strategy and Environment will present separately on 
this issue to the inquiry.   

 In terms of finances, Ku-ring-gai is also a financially sound Council.  Over the 
past 10 years, we’ve achieved operating surpluses every year.  This was 
reinforced in an independent review carried out by the New South Wales 40 

government’s Treasury Corporation or TCorp, which rated Council’s position 
as sound and a neutral outlook into the future.  The net operating result in 
2014/15 was $22.5 million after allowing for depreciation expenses on 
Council’s assets.  Ku-ring-gai meets all seven Fit for the Future financial 
benchmarks by 2016/17 as confirmed by IPART.  Furthermore, an 45 

independent organisational review carried out by Morrison Low concluded that 
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Ku-ring-gai provide services at a lower cost and with fewer employees and 
other comparable Councils.   

 As I said earlier in 2014, Council was awarded the prestigious A R Bluett 
Award for excellence in Local Government and this followed Council being 
short-listed for the award in the previous year.  In presenting the award, the 5 

chair of the Bluett Trust cited numerous achievements across all facets of the 
organisation.  The receipt of this award is testimony to the high performance 
and ability to deliver quality outcomes for the residents of Ku-ring-gai and 
clearly demonstrates scale and capacity together with all other criteria 
established by the Government.  In the past four years, Ku-ring-gai has spent 10 

$67 million on major projects for our community.  In addition, we have spent 
$62 million acquiring land for parks, bushland and roads since 2007.  This 
level of spending is well above the average in the industry and yet another 
reinforcement of Council’s capacity to deliver positive outcomes for its people 
and Council’s Director of Operations will present separately on projects and 15 

capital works.   

 Turning to the views of the community.  Ku-ring-gai has also undertaken a 
rigorous process of communication and community consultation.  This 
included an independently conducted and statistically valid survey with a 79 
per cent preference to stand alone.  Additionally, Council conducted its own 20 

opt-in survey and of the 2077 people who responded, 77 per cent preferred to 
stand alone.  We then had a community meeting, 92 per cent opposed the 
merger.  We’ve had numerous correspondence and common issues include 
loss of representation, increase in rates, loss of local identity and 
management of future development.   25 

 So what are the practical realities of a merger?  In terms of the financial 
analysis the KPMG report which underpins the Government’s merger 
proposal does not include detailed information to allow proper financial 
assessment of the proposal.  At this point, the Government has only released 
high level assumptions but not the full report.  The report was required to be 30 

amended to rectify anomalies of $14 million in Council’s income statement 
and appears to use commonwealth redundancy provisions which are less 
than those contained in the state award for the purposes of calculating staff 
payouts.  Savings are based on reducing Councillors to 10 in the merger 
proposal, rather than 15 as contained in the Government’s proposal.  Of 35 

particular concern is the fact that the KPMG report was constructed using 
data that predates all of Council’s previous submission to IPART.  This body 
of work reinforced Council’s financial sustainability across all criteria 
established by government and confirmed by IPART.  Council recently 
commissioned chartered accounts BDO to review and assess the merger as 40 

proposed.  However, BDO was unable to complete this task due to lack of 
information and concluded as follows and I quote: “The merger proposal does 
not contain sufficient information for us to conclude on the merits of merging 
the two Councils.  The merger proposal does not assess the financial impact 
of transferring part of Hornsby to Parramatta, again as Mayor Russell pointed 45 

out.  The nature of development and land values in that area may indeed 
generate a disproportion of loss of income to the Hornsby LGA.  Therefore, 
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the financial impact may be significant.  It is difficult for me to understand how 
forecast savings can be relied upon, given that no-one understands the extent 
of lost income by Hornsby in the area proposed to be given to Parramatta and 
its flow-on effects for Hornsby’s financial ratios, rates income and overall 
capacity to fund services and projects.  Notwithstanding all of that, if you take 5 

the Government’s figures at face value, $70 million sounds a lot.  It’s 1.5 per 
cent per annum over a 20-year time horizon.  This represents an average 
saving of $11.00 per person per year, 22 cents a week.  This is small in 
comparison to the other merger proposals and it’s understandable given that 
we’re already sufficient in size and I contend Mr Delegate that this is a 10 

significant point of difference in assessing the relative merits of this particular 
merger proposal.  Should the merger proceed, Council rates will not be 
affected for the first four years, however, previous analysis submitted to 
IPART has demonstrated that from that point on, residents residing the Ku-
ring-gai LGA would be required to pay between five and 17 per cent more in 15 

rates due to higher average land values.  This has the potential to become 
even larger depending on the value of the land area proposed to be 
transferred to Parramatta.  Additionally, a merger would expose Ku-ring-gai to 
the risks associated with making the Hornsby quarry safe and useable.   

 Under a merger, Council’s environmental levy would have to cease in 20 

2018/19.  This would mean that Council’s programmes would no longer exist 
and the staff contracted to deliver them would no longer be required as these 
contract staff have no employment protection under the state award.   To date 
the environmental levy is leveraged on additional $6.2 million in government 
grants.  I would have thought that was a good example of partnering with 25 

government.  In terms of service delivery to our community, this would be a 
significant retrograde outcome and undo much of what makes the area so 
unique.   

 In terms of geography, the two areas are very different with Ku-ring-gai being 
urban whilst Hornsby has much more rural land including remote communities 30 

and river settlements.  Ku-ring-gai Council covers approximately 85 square 
kilometres.  Hornsby by contrast is five times this size.  The proposed merger 
will create a Council of 540 square kilometres with a current population of 
270,000 increasing to over 350,0000 by 2031, and the sheer size of this 
proposed new Council is huge in compared to the land area proposed in other 35 

areas and there’s too much to demonstrate this.  The first shows the 
magnitude of the land proposed in our case and the second, ours being the 
green, in the context of other merger proposals across northern Sydney, it’s 
clear that this merger is out of proportion, both in terms of geographical area 
and population size.  Local representation for both communities would 40 

significantly reduce in a merged Council.  The 10 Councillors cited in the 
KPMG report or the 15 Councillors as per the merger proposal would have to 
represent all residents from Roseville to Wiseman’s Ferry.  At present, this 
would reduce local representation to one Councillor per 18000 residents, 
assuming 15 Councillors and given population projections, this would be 45 

further reduced to as little as one Councillor per 23000 residents, coupled with 
a vast increase in overall land area, this outcome would be inferior compared 
to the current situation.   
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 Turn to service provision, Ku-ring-gai is already appropriately set up for the 
delivery of efficient services and access to community facilities.  Hornsby is 
characterised by very large distances, dispersed population settlements and a 
broad mix of land uses, all of which affect the relative availability of services, 
facilities and the cost of providing those services.  Ku-ring-gai Council has 5 

higher revenue per capita than Hornsby and relate a capacity to provide 
services.  A merger would either result in a reduction of services or increased 
rates in our area.  A merger would further result in substantial disruption to 
services and productivity during the transition period, which will go on for a 
number of years, both for our Councils and the broader communities we 10 

serve.  Research has shown in many instances cultural differences between 
merged Councils is an ongoing issue which is some cases is never resolved.   

 And in conclusion Mr Delegate, the generic approach to Local Government 
reform right across metropolitan Sydney is fundamentally flawed.  Each 
assessment has to be undertaken from a financial perspective together with 15 

the heads of consideration under Section 263 of the Local Government Act.  
And the Government has cited several reasons for the need to reform the 
industry and these include: We lose a million dollars a day, we have a lack of 
scale and capacity, we have an inability to partner effectively with government 
we can’t deliver major projects, inability to attract skilled staff, we need 20 

enhanced communities of interest and we’re going to save $2 billion across 
20 years.  None and I repeat none of the above rationale apply to Ku-ring-gai 
Council in any shape or form.  Ku-ring-gai’s run operating surpluses for 10 
years, is already large in population, has demonstrated many major 
partnerships with government, won the Bluett Award, demonstrating scale and 25 

capacity underpinned by high performance and above all, we have a cohesive 
community developed over 110 years, which will not be enhanced by merging 
with a Council many times our geographical size.  The negative effects of the 
merger are clear, the cost both direct and indirect in a merger transition will be 
felt for many years.  This will adversely affect Council’s ability to provide the 30 

level of services and projects currently undertaken.  The sheer size of the 
geographical area will create communities of disinterest and inefficiencies in 
service provision, and fewer Councillors would be required to manage a very 
large physical area so how can the proposal be justified.  Both communities 
are already large and financially sustainable, the community has opposed the 35 

proposal and we already exhibit appropriate strategic capacity.  Given these 
facts, there is no rationale to merge both Councils which would only result in 
further loss of local representation, the spending of millions of dollars to 
merge the two Councils and dismantling communities of interest and for 
what? To possibly achieve savings of 1.5 per cent per annum over 20 years.  40 

$11.00 a year, 22 cents a week? In the corporate sector, a merger proposal 
accompanied by a business case projecting annual savings of 1.5 per cent in 
the context of large scale disruption and uncertainty would undoubtedly be 
rejected.  Based on the facts outlined in this submission, Council respectfully 
requests that the merger proposal be recommended not to proceed and that 45 

Ku-ring-gai Council stand alone and continue to provide quality services and 
outcomes for many years to come.  Thank you for your time. 
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Facilitator: Thank you very much, Mr McKee.  Now our speaker number three today is 
Anne Waterford.  Speaker four is John Blanchard.  So if it suits you, Mr 
Blanchard, you could move to one of these chairs in the waiting position, 
otherwise just get ready to leap up.  And, just to remind you, you have five 
minutes. 5 

Anne: Mr Delegate.  My presentation is in relation to being a ratepayer, Local 
Government area Ku-ring-gai.  As a ratepayer of 12 years standing, I feel that 
my suburb Roseville will not be better served by an amalgamation of Ku-ring-
gai and Hornsby and I base this statement due to the following: Further 
reduced services if the past 12 years are any indication, remediation of 10 

damaged assets already takes six to 12 months, footpaths not properly 
maintained and a classic example is Pacific Highway in front of Greystanes, a 
fence for drunks but unsafe passage for pedestrians, unattended potholes in 
many streets serviced by the present Council, vision poorly maintained at 
intersections due to landowners’ protruding hedges, overhanging limbs of 15 

trees in pedestrians’ passage when raining, nature strip maintenance very 
poorly undertaken by staff allotted to the task, shop awning propped up for 
more than a year, correspondence and telephone voice mails to start and 
meetings with Councillors are ignored.  A bigger Council area will result in 
less being achieved for ratepayers.   20 

 On the financial side, I feel that the new entity will result in big rate increases.  
The government’s approach will result in loss of community and a Council run 
like a company with no heart.  I have made enquiries about the vote at the 
Dubbo forum and I believe that a no-vote for amalgamation, it was a no-vote 
for amalgamation. 25 

 Big is not better and this is my vote against amalgamation.  For the minister to 
state that no decision has been made as of 29th July 2015, why is the Baird 
government trying to bribe Councils to amalgamate and punish financially 
those which are against amalgamation.  If there is plenty of money around, 
why is it not being spent to get things right for the existing entities. 30 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Mr John Blanchard is speaker number four.  If Mr 
Blanchard is in the room, could he please come up to the microphone.  Not 
here?  So, Andrew George Howden is the next speaker and after that Mike 
Gooley.  So if Mr Gooley could come closer to the front so that you can jump 
into position.  I’ll recall John Blanchard in due course. 35 

Andrew: G’day.  I’ve lived in the area for over 20 years - - - 

Facilitator: Could you tell us which Local Government you are? 

Andrew: Yes.  Ku-ring-gai.   

Facilitator: Thank you. 

Andrew: I lived in Pymble for 17 years.  I currently live in Lindfield.  I have commercial 40 

property here, which has required me to deal with the Council over numerous 
issues over the years.  I also have properties in a place called Smiths Lake 
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which is attached to the Great Lakes Council and one in Coffs Harbour.  
Dealing with the two Councils is like chalk and cheese.  Trying to get help 
from Ku-ring-gai Council has been impossible.  They tell you what you can’t 
do, they never tell you what you can do.  You go in, you talk to them, they say 
‘well the person you need to talk to isn’t here today, we’ll have them call you’, 5 

never once has my call been returned, not once in all the years.  I find them 
exceptionally good in telling me what I can’t do but useless in trying to help 
me decide what I need to do.  In other Councils, I can give you an example, 
just recently, in the Great Lakes Council, I went in, they find someone, the 
person agreed to meet me on the site the next day, very clearly explained to 10 

me why I couldn’t do what I wanted to do and that was great so I quit trying to 
do what I was trying to do.  With Ku-ring-gai, I have never found anyone who 
will attempt to help.  West Pymble shops, Council chambers, Gordon Golf 
course, the mess on Ryde Road between I think 29 and 39 derelict buildings, 
vandalised buildings, if you go into the gym there and look back, there’s kids 15 

in there over the holidays using it as a drug lab, we’ve rang asked about it, 
nothing ever comes back. 

 I’ve been a business.  I’ve run some big businesses here and I can’t believe 
that an amalgamated Council, I can’t say it’s going to be better but the one 
thing I’m pretty sure is it’s not going to be any worse than what I’ve put up with 20 

in dealing with them for 20 years. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Mr Mike Gooley is our next registered speaker, 
number six.  The one after Mr Gooley is Brendan Hyde, number seven. 

Mike: Good afternoon, my name is Mike Gooley.  I’ve been a resident for 45 years. 

Facilitator: Of which Council, sorry?  25 

Mike: Ku-ring-gai.  Sorry.  I’m adamantly against this merger.  I join the 80 per cent 
to 90 per cent of the residents who don’t want it.  I’ve got to say right up front 
that this nonsense about it being better by amalgamating, I think the Mayor of 
Hornsby and our General Manager just put the statements, put the case there 
just a while ago why we should be separate, two very good cases.   30 

 With this allegiance to amalgamation being wonderful and saving money and 
better for this, better for that and so forth, what I’m here to say is that the 
Baird Government has betrayed the people of Ku-ring-gai.  They’ve done 
nothing in the last five years they’ve been in office.  I’ll tell you the reason why 
they want this, not only here but elsewhere, they want this because they’re 35 

masters of the property industry.  And, I mean by that the people in the 
property industry who are building all these - - - 

Facilitator: Sorry, Mr Gooley, I will just indicate it’s very important Mr West is here to 
listen so if you would just face Mr West.  It’s very attractive I know to stir up 
the crowd but much better for Mr West if you face him. 40 

Mike: Okay.  All right.  And, the second reason is of course this is power, this is a 
power play.  The less Councils the more power they have, the more they can 
do, the more they can take away from.  Okay. 
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 Now Ku-ring-gai Council is one of the most beautiful unique areas in the world 
and I’ve travelled the world quite a lot.  When I come back from overseas and 
I hit Roseville, I think I’m home, this is a beautiful area.  Why would you want 
to change this area? It’s got complete socio-economic integration with well 
managed finances as we just heard $22.5 million surplus last year.  Now to 5 

illustrate this and support this, I’ll go back to 1788, Governor Phillip, anybody 
remember him, anybody around at that time, well Governor Phillip heard 
about Ku-ring-gai and when he arrived in Sydney Cove, he couldn’t get here 
quick enough.  In 1788, if you want to after this is over, walk up into up here at 
the foot of the, between St Ives and Pymble and made the comment ‘what a 10 

beautiful area, it’s got a lot of potential’ so let’s fast forward to 2013 and I’ve 
got an article here I’ve cut out from the Sydney Telegraph and it reads “Good 
life in Ku-ring-gai” thank you very much.  “Good life in Ku-ring-gai” and it’s 
actually, it says “go north for suburban bliss”.  Right.  So it’s a study, 
independent study coming from the consensus, the census sorry and the 15 

Bureau of Stats and socioeconomic indicators and it ranks the New South 
Wales government areas as the most liveable and I mean throughout the 
whole of New South Wales.  Guess who’s number one, Ku-ring-gai.  Guess 
who’s number two, Mosman, then Woollahra, Lane Cove, Hills, there’s no 
mention of Hornsby.  The next categorisation is “The most advantaged suburb 20 

in the greater Sydney”, that’s between Pacific Ocean and mountains and 
between the shire down there in the south and the Hawkesbury River.  Guess 
who comes up number one suburb in that area, right.  Number one, St Ives 
and guess who fills the rest of the, with the exception of West Pennant Hills, 
all the other places? Wahroonga, Warrawee, Pymble, Lindfield, Roseville.  25 

Why the hell would you want to change all that? Isn’t the Government making 
places liveable, they want the most liveable places?  

Facilitator: I’m loving this but you’ve got a minute. 

Mike: A minute, okay.  The amalgamation will cost us money.  One of the main 
problems of course that’s been outlined here is that quarry up there.  I’m 30 

tipping that will, it cost them $26 million to buy it, it’ll cost them about $126 
million to try and restore it and I don’t think it will ever be restored plus they’re 
losing Epping, which is another black hole so guess who’s going to pick up 
the tab? The residents of Ku-ring-gai.  Anyway, look I thank you very much for 
listening to me and I hope that good sense prevails. 35 

Facilitator: Thank you.  And so, now Mr Brendan Hyde and following Brendan Hyde, Tom 
Crouse. 

Brendan: My name is Brendan Hyde.  My relatives have lived in Ku-ring-gai since the 
1880s.  My great grandfather, Kirkpatrick, built Lyndhurst on Bobbin Head 
Road just down near the high school.  Sixty years ago I served as school 40 

captain at Gordon Public School on the Pacific Highway so I’ve lived here a 
long time. 

 Council boundaries were originally made to define particular local area 
interests.  These interests vary around the Sydney metropolitan area.  While 
the current State Government is only looking at supposed costs savings that 45 
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they claim may be made by Council amalgamations, surely it’s the duty of the 
State Government to provide Local Government Councils with the ability to 
serve particular local area interests.  These local area interests, I believe 
cannot be served by mega Councils.   

 Ku-ring-gai is a unique on the north shore with much natural tree cover and 5 

wonderful heritage homes.  Hornsby area is a different area and it now has 
areas with significant high rise dwellings.  Those completed and still under 
way.  Thus attracting a different demography to Ku-ring-gai.   

 Ku-ring-gai Council is a very efficiently run Council and addresses well the 
interests of folk in their local area.  I had a different experience to a previous 10 

speaker, I found Council most helpful, can out to me and gave me advice on 
my home and extensions, I found them very helpful.   

 The government concedes that Ku-ring-gai satisfies the financial 
sustainability, infrastructure and service management and efficiency criteria.  
So it would be a tragedy if Ku-ring-gai Council is amalgamated with Hornsby 15 

Council.  Ku-ring-gai residents would lose local access to Council staff and 
services as well as the loss of many Council staff with their professional 
expertise and knowledge built over a hundred years.  As a representational 
view determined by the population size in a merged Council, approximately 
only 40 per cent of Councillors would represent Ku-ring-gai residents in such 20 

a Council.  I feel Local Government democracy will be lost to the major party 
political agendas and that our cultural heritage will be further sacrificed to the 
State Government’s big growth agenda, which I believe is being pushed 
ahead with forced Council amalgamations.  I believe the Fit for the Future 
criteria, relying on a scale and capacity threshold criterion is simply a set-up 25 

by the Government to get its own way using the basis that Ku-ring-gai does 
meet the continually lowering scale criterion.   

 I bring to this meeting’s attention an experience of local Council amalgamation 
in Queensland.  Yeppoon which had existed as a Local Government entity 
from 1879 until 2008 was amalgamated with several other Councils to 30 

become the Rockhampton region.  This amalgamation proved unworkable.  
The shire was re-established on 1st January 2014 following a successful de-
amalgamation referendum held in 2013.  Surely our important community 
concern should also be also be taken to a referendum. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  So, now our next speaker is Tom Crouse and I’d just 35 

like to recall John Blanchard who I earlier called, he was speaker number 
four, wasn’t present at that time.  If he’s not present now, I’ll try again in a little 
while.  But, right now let’s hear from Tom Crouse.  Thank you. 

Tom: Thank you, Deborah.  Thank you Mr West for being here with us.  I’m a 
resident of Ku-ring-gai for the last 40 years and I’m an Australian citizen for 40 

42, I just have this funny accent.  The proposed mergers of the Ku-ring-gai 
and Hornsby Councils is clearly a David versus Goliath battle.  The New 
South Wales government is Goliath and the two Councils are David.  Both 
Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai submitted Fit for the Future proposals to remain 
stand-alone Councils but the independent pricing and regulatory tribunal 45 
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called IPART, one of those management speak acronyms, assessed last year 
that neither was fit to stand alone.  This was despite the fact, as John McKee 
has mentioned, the Ku-ring-gai Council is financially sound with operating 
surpluses for the past 10 years.  IPART confirmed that Ku-ring-gai and 
Hornsby met the benchmarks but were not able and I quote “to function as a 5 

modern organisation with staffing capacity and expertise at a level that is 
currently not practical or economically possible for small Councils”.  In other 
words, the Government-appointed IPART, another Goliath, didn’t think small 
Councils could operate effectively.  What balderdash, especially since Ku-
ring-gai, as John McKee said, having achieved surpluses for a decade and of 10 

course he had also mentioned the survey which showed that 79 per cent of 
residents and ratepayers in Ku-ring-gai indicated a preference to stand alone.  
I’m certainly one of those and I think that 79 is a small margin.  I think it 
should be closer to 92.   

 The Executive Summary of the merger proposal, which I had to read, boy it’s 15 

long, says the new Council will have enhanced scale and capacity to help 
deliver on local infrastructure priorities such as carrying out essential 
roadworks.  Does this mean they will widen the Pacific Highway, voted as the 
worst road in New South Wales for fifth straight year in a recent survey and 
will this mean building high-rise apartments along the highway, demolishing 20 

homes and shops, although Ku-ring-gai Council has allowed a developer to 
demolish shops and homes in Lindfield Avenue and in the process are 
building eight and nine-storey apartments way too high for the street next to 
the station.  The Council has promised to revitalise the village centre on both 
sides of the highway.  A merger could mean an end to these promised 25 

projects which I hope come off. 

 The KPMG, the big accounting firm, claimed that an analysis on Local 
Government reform, the merger would save $6 million a year from 2020, 
primarily from the removal of back office and administrative functions, 
streamlining of senior management roles, increasing purchasing power of 30 

materials and reduced expenditures on Councillor fees.  That sounds like job 
cuts to me.  And now residents can call the Council and ask for the waste 
management to come back and pick up rubbish they missed on their weekly 
rounds.  With fewer employees in the back office and more residents to look 
after, can residents seriously expect improved services, more balderdash.  By 35 

the way Professor Brian Dollery, the Director of the University of New England 
Centre for the Local Government, described the KPMG’s report as being 
awash with errors in an article in the SMH and I thought John McKee’s, I’m 
sorry to repeat some of his stuff but it deserves to be repeated only because I 
didn’t know what he was going to say, but certainly the Ku-ring-gai Council 40 

has said it would be small, the savings of $70 million over 20 years would be 
small in comparison to the total budget of the Councils representing less than 
1.5 per cent in savings but I love the line that it was 22 cents a week that 
you’re going to be saving.   

 But what should really worry the residents of Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai are 45 

these comments in the Executive Summary of the proposed merger.  It says 
‘the merger will provide significant opportunities to assist in improving 
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liveability and better allocating forecast population growth across the new 
Council and supporting economic growth and urban development while 
enhancing the standard of living and lifestyle and protecting the heritage that 
local residents value.  Quite a mouthful that.  How can you support urban 
development while enhancing the standard of living and lifestyle and 5 

protecting the heritage that residents value?  Isn’t that a contradiction in 
terms? It is to me.  Ku-ring-gai Council points out that for over a hundred 
years, the community’s values have been heritage, proper urban planning and 
protecting the environment.  It claims under a merger, these values may be 
lost or eroded.  I agree.  We are at a cross-roads in Ku-ring-gai.  We are 10 

David taking on State Government Goliath which believes that big is beautiful, 
especially when it comes to population growth and housing development.  
The government detailed the benefits of the merger and the merger proposal 
including improved strategic planning and economic development to better 
respond to the changing needs of the community.  That line could have come 15 

directly from the ABC TV series Utopia.  What does it mean? Absolutely 
nothing.  I believe the proposed merger should not go ahead.  Small is 
beautiful.  If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.   

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Now I’m bound to call, by the Local Government Act, 
everybody who’s registered so our next guest is Santa Claus.  So, if Santa 20 

Claus, who is speaker number 10, is in the room?  All right.  No appearance? 
Maybe he is a mythical creature after all.  So, let’s turn to Cheryl Sutherland.  
Cheryl Sutherland is our next speaker and then after that Yvonne 
[indecipherable].  So if we could have Cheryl Sutherland to the microphone 
please and Yvonne [indecipherable] to be in position as the next speaker. 25 

Cheryl: My name is Cheryl Sutherland.  I’m in Ku-ring-gai and I’ve had the incredible 
fortune to have lived all my life in Ku-ring-gai.   

 New South Wales is made up of many different and unique areas with 
corresponding unique issues that can only and should only be addressed by 
local Councils.  Broadly there are rural areas, coastal areas, and urban areas 30 

but within these broader areas are very important differences that have and 
should continue to be recognised and respected.  This has been the role of 
local Councils.  They were established to manage these unique local areas, to 
balance progress with the preservation of those aspects that gave these 
areas their uniqueness, whether it be the natural or built environment and to 35 

ensure sustainable development.  Over many decades, local Councils and the 
communities they represent have worked together to develop skills, 
knowledge bases and strategies to ensure the best outcomes for their local 
areas.  Often this has meant responding to and respecting the concerns of 
various trusts and authorities in order to avoid negative impact on ecosystems 40 

and heritage.  The merging of local Councils into mega Council takes away 
the recognition of this uniqueness, but also destroys the expertise and body of 
knowledge that they have accrued.  Mega Councils are no longer local 
Councils. 

 Forced amalgamations are an underhand and insidious manoeuvre by the 45 

current government, specifically aimed at eroding the connection between 
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Councillors and the constituents that this uniqueness, this sense of 
community that a truly local Council fosters.  The larger the Council, the more 
remote Councillors are from the constituents.  This remoteness leaves them 
less accountable to their ratepayers and more easily influenced by the 
Government and developers.  Never before has the power of local Councils 5 

been under such threat.  Never before has the democratic process been so 
blatantly ignored.  The proposed amalgamation of Ku-ring-gai will have a 
profound negative impact on historic and traditional values and the built and 
natural environment that are unique to the area that it encompasses.  For 
decades Ku-ring-gai Council, with the strong support of its residents, has 10 

resisted as far as possible the destruction of its bushland, its street canopy, its 
open spaces and gardens and the destruction of its heritage houses.  In short, 
it has safeguarded its uniqueness from irreversible degradation by 
inappropriate development.   

 15 

When its authority was overridden by government it responded by tirelessly 
working with a group of extraordinarily committed residents to ensure that the 
best possible outcomes were achieved.  While it had to accommodate 
high-density developments it set the bar high by demanding that setbacks 
from boundaries were at maximum distance.  This allowed for green spaces 20 

and landscaping.  Step-storeys, were possible, have lessened the impact of 
height and the setting of design standards has ensured that blocks of 
apartments are not just boxes of brick and cement but have some 
architectural merit with a combination of different finishes and creative 
designs. 25 

 
The community has also made the Council aware of the critical need to 
protect and enhance the open spaces.  It has responded by abandoning some 
of its plans to develop car parks for commercial development and has begun 
an ongoing agenda to designate certain precincts for future green spaces.  30 

These, over time, will ensure that some new parks and recreation areas will 
be made available for future generations of residents in the face of a State 
agenda that is continually imposing increasing and unsustainable 
densification on our urban areas.   
 35 

It has also worked to enhance its parks and gardens and to push for areas of 
built heritage to be protected.  Hornsby, in contrast, has always set the bar 
low and recently even lower.  Setbacks are minimal and the area of open 
spaces around ever-increasing apartment blocks allows for limited 
landscaping.  Most apartment blocks have little architectural merit.  Such 40 

development is unsustainable.  Further, in many cases, it has taken minimal 
care of its open spaces and taken no action to impose acceptable and 
sustainable targets for new parks and green spaces. 

 
Hornsby Shopping Centre precinct is, at the best, second rate.  A desperately 45 

overdue revamp of the pedestrian overbridge on the eastern side of the 
railway station is at last to be undertaken.  However, its shopping precinct is 
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depressing.  They should take a working party to Crows Nest and see what 
can be achieved.  It is disappointing that we have not been able to use visual 
presentations at this meeting.  I had hoped to be allowed to show examples of 
what good development can achieve and compare it to what poor 
development achieves.  For example, Belair Close, Hornsby compared to 5 

Clydesdale Place, Pymble.   

Facilitator: Can I ask you to wrap up? 

Cheryl: All I can say is that – there was a whole lot there – but no wonder we are 
fighting a forced merger.  It is obvious that, despite all the rhetoric and 
propaganda about the supposed merits of larger Councils that the Blair 10 

Government would like us to believe, in order to justify forced amalgamations, 
small Councils can and do achieve the best outcomes for their local 
communities. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much, and I would encourage you to just give your 
presentation to Julie and Mr West.  I realise that you missed the opportunity to 15 

say everything that you wanted to say.  Our next speaker today is Yvonne 
[indecipherable].  After that, Sandy Ramsland.  And, if it suits you, Sandy, 
please come and sit here.  Thank you very much.   

Yvonne: Mr West, I personally feel devastated at the possibility of this merger going 
ahead.  Why call it a merger when it is really the end of Ku-ring-gai? Ku-ring-20 

gai, in all its glory, the trees, the environment, the lungs of Sydney, the 
culture, it is a bit like Gone with the Wind, never to come back again.  
According to the New South Wales Treasury Corporation Ku-ring-gai is in an 
excellent financial situation and can stand alone.  Why should I and the Ku-
ring-gai residents pay for Hornsby services?  Unless the rate allocation 25 

system is changed and no longer based on land values I would pay much 
higher rates, no longer enjoy Ku-ring-gai’s excellent services and, most of all, 
face a much-reduced local representation.   

 
If there are 15 Councillors I and Ku-ring-gai would end up with only six 30 

Councillors to Hornsby’s nine Councillors.  Any road or matters relating to Ku-
ring-gai may well be nine to six against us again and again.  I consider this a 
direct attack on my democratic rights.  What is the real motivation for this 
merger? Apparently, a lot of money will be saved.  I do not believe this at all, 
nor does the New South Wales Legislative Council who found last year that 35 

the projected economic benefits of Council amalgamations have been 
consistently overstated by the proponents of forced amalgamations and the 
costs and extensive diseconomies of scale caused by amalgamations have 
not been adequately explained by the same proponents. 

 40 

Professor Brian Dollery, an expert on Local Government, states that there is 
no empirical support for the claim that amalgamations would improve Council 
performance.  Why attack the heartland of the Liberal Party in New South 
Wales?  If this merger goes ahead it will cease to be this heartland.  There will 
be repercussions.  People feel very strongly about this.  While the two local 45 
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State MPs may only experience a strong slump in support there are a lot of 
marginal seats in New South Wales.  If this merger goes ahead, I and many 
Ku-ring-gai residents will feel betrayed.  Betrayal is always worthy if it comes 
from a friend.  For years the Labor Party was the enemy who forced a great 
deal of ugly unit development on Ku-ring-gai but there was hope.   5 

 
Barry O’Farrell promised that all power would go back to local Councils and 
we believed him.  Before the last election there was a promise there would 
be no forced Council amalgamations and again we believed the State 
Government.  Yes, if this goes ahead, this merger, Ku-ring-gai feels betrayed 10 

and quite rightly so.  Future generations will ask us, ‘How could you let this 
happen?’ Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Now, Sandy Ramsland is our next registered speaker and after 
that speaker, number 15 is Greg Piconi.  Do we have Sandy Ramsland in the 
room?  No?  I’ll leave Sandy’s name checked and we’ll proceed to Greg 15 

Piconi, if Greg Piconi is in the room? Thank you very much.  After Greg, 
Robert Multon. 

Greg: Good afternoon, Mr West, Mayors and Councillors, ladies and gentlemen.  I 
am Greg Piconi, Ku-ring-gai Council’s Director of Operations.  Today I want to 
demonstrate that Ku-ring-gai Council has a proven track record of delivering 20 

major projects for its community and therefore should not be considered as a 
merged Council.  Our community have demanded more open space, sporting 
fields and facilities, particularly with the increased development and 
population demands of recent times.   

 25 

Ku-ring-gai Council has implemented innovating funding models for the 
delivery of projects which are a key part of Ku-ring-gai’s long-term financial 
plan and not seen to be a burden on our ratepayers.  With regard to scale and 
capacity IPART has identified Ku-ring-gai Council as not fit, mainly based on a 
population size of 250,000 residents as being the benchmark.  The goal posts 30 

have now moved with the State Government now considering the Blue 
Mountains as fit with 78,000 residents and even a combined Willoughby and 
North Sydney of 145,000 residents is now seen as fit.   

 
Ku-ring-gai currently has the scale and capacity to service 120,000 residents 35 

and its future population projected to be 150,000-plus in 2031.  I would now 
like to indicate some of the many projects that have been completed or are 
currently being delivered for the Ku-ring-gai community.  The Gordon Library 
was recently upgraded based on a flexible and innovative design with 
improved technology.  Council staff across a number of departments with a 40 

variety of skills was collaborative to deliver the project of providing a state of 
the art library.   

 
Council, along with the Department of Planning, undertook the subdivision of 
the unused land on the old B2 corridor in South Turramurra to create 26 45 
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residential lots.  The project also delivered benefits to the community with 
stormwater collected at the site and pumped to Auluba Oval for irrigation of 
the ovals.  The funds from the sale of the lots were used to pay for the new 
Fitness and Aquatic Centre at West Pymble.  The new Aquatic and Fitness 
Centre provides many facilities including the new indoor 25 metre heated pool 5 

with eight lanes for additional water space and all-year round use and a gym 
and multipurpose facility.  The Centre is receiving great praise from its users. 

 
Ku-ring-gai Council’s new depot at Suakin Street was funded from the sale of 
the old depot in Gordon.  The old depot was established in the early 1900s 10 

and not fit for ongoing use.  The new depot has state-of-the-art facilities for 
training all of the Ku-ring-gai Council staff and allows for all of the Operations 
Department to be in one location.   

 
Another new facility is the SES and RFS buildings at Wahroonga which 15 

provides modern facilities to help our volunteers attend to emergencies and 
improve responses to the community.  More volunteers have been engaged 
because of the new facilities.  The project was funded as a partnership 
arrangement with Council, the State Government and the Community Bank.  
The North Turramurra recreation areas are nearing completion and will 20 

provide the community with a more challenging golf course and three new 
playing fields.   

 
High land values in Ku-ring-gai make land too expensive to purchase for 
sports fields.  It would have cost Council over $50 million to buy the equivalent 25 

area of land for the new sports fields that we were developing at the North 
Turramurra recreation area.  Funding was sourced from Section 94, Federal 
Government Grants, golf course levies, domestic waste charged for the 
remediation of the site and a special rate variation which was approved by 
IPART. 30 

 
Sports field upgrades have been undertaken at a number of ovals and Council 
has introduced innovative ways of providing water for irrigation and improve 
lighting to meet the increased demands for the sporting groups.   

 35 

Upgrades to our neighbourhood shopping centres has taken place at 
Wahroonga, West Pymble and Princes Street, Turramurra to provide modern 
and inviting village shopping centres with designs that involve extensive 
consultation with the local community. 

 40 

New circulating roads are being built in the town centres and using Section 94 
funds to achieve better vehicle and pedestrian circulation.  A new road was 
recently completed in Gordon for this purpose.  New parks have been created 
near multi-residential properties to provide active and passive recreation 
areas for our increasing residential population. 45 
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I would now like to read out an extract of an email Council recently received 
from a resident about one of new playground areas. 

Facilitator: Can I just interrupt you there for one moment?  I’m unclear whether this is a 
15 minute presentation or a five minute presentation.   5 

Greg: Five. 

Facilitator: Okay.  So, you’ve only got one minute.  I’m sorry to do that to you. 

Greg: That’s fine. 

Facilitator: I just see a lot of paper there.  I’m worried for you.  All right.  You’ve only got a 
minute. 10 

Greg: You're fine.  “To the General Manager, a hearty congratulations and thank 
you for organising the latest improvements and developments at Turramurra 
Oval.  Two of my grandchildren and I spent an energetic, happy morning 
trying out the new table tennis tables.  Everyone shares, children made new 
friends and grandmas did too.  I was so pleased to see that even the bats and 15 

the ping pong balls were provided.  What a delightful community area.  The 
boys loved playing on the climbing frame.  At one stage there must've been 
30 happy kids swarming all over it, climbing, running, laughing and some just 
perched inside it, enjoying the ride.  As a long-term ratepayer I can only 
extend my thanks to you and your construction teams for providing such an 20 

exciting facility.  That’s what Local Government is about.”  

 
Ku-ring-gai Council has worked hard to deliver major projects for its 
community with very little reliance on rate revenue and the merger proposal is 
likely to have a negative impact on the Ku-ring-gai community.  This is 25 

because of the likelihood that planned projects in the long-term financial plan 
may be negatively impacted by the Hornsby Quarry and the loss of revenue 
from the boundary changes on the other side of the M2.   

 
Ku-ring-gai Council has the scale, it has the capacity and it has the skills to 30 

deliver projects needed for our community now and into the future.  That is 
why Ku-ring-gai won the Bluett Award.  Ku-ring-gai Council is not broken so 
please don’t try and fix it. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  I’m informed that Mr Robert Multon has not registered.  He 
registered online but isn't present.  So, in that case, I’ll move to our next 35 

speaker who is Peter Moate.  Thank you.  Then after that, Catherine Cowley. 

Peter: Mr West, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Peter Moate and I have lived in 
Ku-ring-gai for over 42 years.  I am strongly opposed to merging Ku-ring-gai 
and Hornsby Councils for a whole host of reasons including economic, 
financial, social and environmental.  The findings from three surveys 40 

conducted by Ku-ring-gai Council on the attitudes of its residents to a forced 
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merger with Hornsby Council revealed that 83 percent were opposed to it.  
Given that we live in a democracy, surely the democratic response by the 
State Government to this outcome should be an emphatic rejection.   

 
Ku-ring-gai residents value the character of the much lower density residential 5 

development of their area compared with Hornsby.  Many generations of Ku-
ring-gai Aldermen have striven to preserve this character and its leafy 
environment.  It is the very essence of what makes Ku-ring-gai such a 
pleasant area in which to live and in which to raise our families.   

 10 

A major difference between the two Council areas lies in the values held by 
the residents of each area.  For instance, the planning mentality that approved 
23 storey residential developments such as has occurred in the Hornsby CBD 
is an affirmant to Ku-ring-gai residents.  Should that type of planning mentality 
be allowed to infect decisions on residential developments in Ku-ring-gai then 15 

it would be a sad, sad day for our community.   

 
In respect to the financial and economic justification of the proposed merger 
Ku-ring-gai Council is and continues to remain in a healthy financial position.  
The New South Wales Treasury Corporation rated Ku-ring-gai’s financial 20 

sustainability as being in the top 16 strongest Local Government jurisdictions 
in all of New South Wales.  That places Ku-ring-gai in the top tenth percentile.  
In respect to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal’s request of Ku-
ring-gai Council to provide its improvement proposals after extensive research 
Council showed that it was well capable of meeting the Fit for the Future 25 

benchmarks laid down by IPART.  Indeed, Ku-ring-gai Council was 
acknowledged as having the highest standard of excellence in Local 
Government when it won the Bluett Award in 2014, just two years ago now.   

 
The question therefore arises as to why anyone would want to restructure Ku-30 

ring-gai Council’s operations, systems and management structures by 
merging them with Hornsby’s.  Also, a merger of the two Councils would result 
in a major reduction and Councillor representation.  This, in turn, would 
greatly reduce the voice of local community and matters impacting on their 
amenity.  Furthermore, with a merged Council, the rates in Ku-ring-gai are 35 

forecast to increase between 5 percent and 17 percent according to figures in 
Council’s website whilst those for Hornsby would decrease.  This is due to the 
relatively higher land values in Ku-ring-gai.  So, in effect, it means that Ku-
ring-gai ratepayers would be subsidising the Council services provided in the 
Hornsby Shire.   40 

 
The residents of Ku-ring-gai are not sufficiently naïve as to not recognise the 
New South Wales Government’s proposals to merge Councils as being a 
politically-driven process.  The result would be a greater empowerment for the 
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New South Wales Planning Department and also of the already-powerful 
New South Wales Development Lobby vis-à-vis that of the local communities. 

 
My final comment relates to the process being followed by the State 
Government when assessing the cost benefit of Council mergers.  It would be 5 

a tragedy if the investigations turned out to be no more than a charade, that 
is, with the New South Wales Government determined to achieve a 
preordained objective by placing a tick in all of the boxes and claiming that 
due process was followed throughout.  It is my fervent hope that the decision 
coming out of these investigations will be in the best overall interests of the 10 

good citizens of Ku-ring-gai, that is, a decision which does not force an 
unjustified and unnecessary amalgamation onto an unreceptive community.  
Thank you. 

Facilitator: Catherine Cowley is our next speaker and then following Catherine Cowley, 
Elaine Malicki. 15 

Catherine: Mr Delegate, my name is Catherine Cowley.  I am one of four generations that 
have grown up and lived in Ku-ring-gai.  What happened to the Liberal 
Government’s election promises of no forced amalgamation and returning 
planning power to local communities? We've been lied to.  Not surprisingly, 
then, the Government has chosen to release only selected extracts and a 20 

high-level summary from the studies undertaken by its consultants, KPMG, 
the ones Hornsby relies on.  These are the studies the Government has 
commissioned to support each amalgamation proposal but academic experts 
have examined these extracts and say they're full of flaws.   

 25 

It is nigh impossible for the community to make full submissions on the 
Government’s financial case for amalgamation without having access to the 
complete studies for each and every Council.  We have asked for it and we've 
been refused under the cloak of Cabinet in Confidence.  However, the State 
Government and Liberal MPs are boldly pushing ahead, wasting our money 30 

on misleading and deceptive ads, despite the fact that the majority of Councils 
opposed to forced amalgamations.  We are turning into a socialist state.  
We’re told what to do and how we must live.   

 
Ku-ring-gai, you’ve heard, was Fit for the Future and so was Hornsby.  If 35 

merged, we’ll be one of the biggest areas, not only just in this region but 
possibly within the State of New South Wales.  We will grow from a merged 
270,000 to about 350,000 and I mean this could happen within the next six to 
ten years.  That translates to a lot more Waitaras.  Ku-ring-gai Council has 
voted to stand alone and support the independent polling which indicated, as 40 

you’ve heard, up to 86 percent in some cases.  And, our residents are firmly 
opposed to this forced merger.  So, we seriously have to ask ourselves, would 
a merger with Hornsby be of benefit to us as Ku-ring-gai people?  For 
instance, Ku-ring-gai’s sense of place, its identity and cohesive community is 
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lost.  Ku-ring-gai local services, facilities and local economies are 
detrimentally affected.   

 
The Bluett Award for Excellence awarded to us in 2014 is worth nothing in 
demonstrating our worthiness to stand alone.  Ku-ring-gai’s strong financial 5 

position is weakened, inevitably forcing our rates to rise, leading to rate 
subsidising services in Hornsby, losing control of our wonderful services and 
facilities, increasing the competition for the use of Ku-ring-gai’s proud sporting 
and public facilities, community spirit along with the proud history of protecting 
this outstanding built and natural environment, watching it being eroded, 100 10 

years, over 100 years of history and settlement relegated to the history books, 
residents losing our voice and influence on local matters affecting our daily 
lives such as how our money is spent and future planning for our area, forced 
to merge development standards, allowing Waitara-type development or 
worse in Ku-ring-gai, our representation dramatically reduced. 15 

 
Is that fair, balanced, a takeover? Losing professional staff expertise, 
experience and on-the-ground knowledge built up over many years.  The 
clear answer is no.  Is the Government’s outcome already predetermined or 
are we going through ticking the boxes?  I believe the answer is yes but we’re 20 

here to fight back, to put our case and keep the Government accountable.  
We have been lied to and this is all about economic reform and about 
streamlining planning for developers.  The only democratic and valid way of 
determining the views of this community is for you, our independent Delegate, 
to call a plebiscite and determine for once and for all whether Ku-ring-gai 25 

residents wish to merge with Hornsby or not, or you'll listen to us and be 
overwhelmingly in favour of not supporting this amalgamation.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Elaine Malicki is our next speaker and then John Balmain. 

Elaine: Good afternoon, Mr West.  I’m Elaine Malicki.  I’m a Councillor from Ku-ring-
gai.  As you know I’ve been a Councillor for some time and I’m very aware of 30 

the differences between the role of a Councillor at Ku-ring-gai and the 
potential role as a Hornsby/Ku-ring-gai Councillor.  What I wish to submit to 
this inquiry today is that the State Government’s proposal to amalgamate 
these two Councils will lead to far worse decision-making and poorer 
representation than currently exists in the separate Councils to the point 35 

where I do not believe it is possible for the role to be carried out in any 
effective way at all. 

 
The new Council will be the size of four State electorates and while nowhere 
near the physical size of many country Councils we have to contend with a 40 

vastly larger population, over a quarter of a million people, and a geographical 
area six times that of our present Council.  There is the added handicap of 
Sydney traffic which makes it very difficult and time consuming to travel 
through an area which is a gateway to the north of the State.  As a Councillor, 
you are the primary decision maker for the entire Council area so you must 45 
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know every precinct well and that is a massive task in such a huge 
metropolitan Council.   

 
At Ku-ring-gai delegations to staff have increased markedly over the years 
and the State Government has also reduced our responsibilities, notably for 5 

planning matters, but correspondingly the complexity of decision-making has 
increased.  We deal with the modern LEPs with their layers of detail.  We deal 
with complex tenders and financial arrangements associated with major public 
facilities.  We regularly have to deal with matters, large and small, from five 
vastly different Council departments and to manage and plan for an 10 

organisation with a current budget of $115 million yet, interestingly, all ten 
Councillors combined, including the Mayor, earned less in one year than a 
single director of one of Council’s departments.  I did the maths.  I cost every 
household approximately 50 cents a year.  I have my husband ringing out the 
reading matter for three weeks of Council, the last three weeks of Council for 15 

the year.  Thank you. 

 
The preparation for meetings of one Council is massive.  Apart from reading 
thousands of pages we attend briefings, ask questions, read and respond to 
residents’ comments on these matters.  Councillors, unlike State MPs, must 20 

make decisions on merit, not party policy.  And, we can be suspended, 
dismissed, prosecuted or surcharged for poor decision-making.  We need to 
know what we’re voting on and yet we’re being asked to more than double 
this load.   

 25 

That’s not all, of course.  I won’t go into the detail but Councillors have a 
representative role with functions, committees, working with our other Council 
colleagues and so on, most of which is done at night.  We deal daily with 
many personal approaches from ratepayers on a range of issues through 
phone calls, emails and letters and we usually deal with and follow up these 30 

matters ourselves as nine Councillors at Ku-ring-gai have one PA.  A State 
MP has staff offices locally and in Parliament, a decent remuneration and a 
significant budget.  The new Council will be four times that size.  Alleged 
savings from amalgamation would be reduced by what you would have to pay 
to the Councillors to actually support such a massive role.  I do not believe, in 35 

any way at all, that the proposed merger will improve decision making.  I 
believe it will give worse decision making and far less representation. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thank you also to your very able offsider.  Who have we got 
now?  John Balmain, and then after John Balmain, John Brooker. 

John: John Balmain is my name.  My wife and I have been residents and ratepayers 40 

of Ku-ring-gai for over 45 years.  We value the beauty and unique quality of 
the area, both natural and as-built.  Our neighbours and friends in Ku-ring-gai 
share our views about it.  We detest the concrete jungles that blight so much 
of the rest of Sydney.  Sadly, these shoddy eyesores have often been built in 
recent years.  They are the antithesis of the environment my wife and I value.  45 
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Incredibly, many are still being built as we meet, developments that have 
been thrown up cheek by jowl in place of the tree canopy and designed in 
accordance with the bigger-is-better principle.  Most will, I suggest, become 
the slums of the not-too-distant future. 

 5 

The Hornsby Town Centre and its surrounds are a prime example of these 
sorry developments.  It speaks volumes about the people and processes that 
drove it to be the way it is and staggeringly continues to evolve that way.  
Clearly, these are not the people and processes we want to shape the future 
of Ku-ring-gai.   10 

 
Over the past 20 years or so my wife and our friends have found ourselves 
increasingly forced to spend time trying to defend Ku-ring-gai against a 
succession of rapacious State Governments and property developers who are 
trying to force crummy developments onto us.  It was bad enough when the 15 

comrades were running the Governments concerned but I guess in some 
ways it was understandable in their case because the comrades really know 
what they are doing, and of course their last government was found to contain 
some rotten apples indeed.   

 20 

However, with this latest threat, my wife and I find it astounding and totally 
unacceptable that a Liberty Party-run government is setting out to drown the 
voice of Ku-ring-gai by submerging it into a forced amalgamation with 
Hornsby.  What is the reason for wanting to do this, we ask ourselves.  Surely 
it’s not for the pitiful and very dubious financial justification that’s been put 25 

forward by the Minister or his associate vague notion that somehow bigger will 
be better.  The real rationale for this forced amalgamation is an issue that truly 
puzzles my wife and I and we find it all the more difficult to understand given 
the Libs are said to have purged the party of those who, in their previous 
government, had been found to be taking money from property developers.   30 

 
Anyway, whatever the rationale, we hold grave fears as to the consequences 
of amalgamation, particularly for the future of the Ku-ring-gai environment we 
love.  The so-called process of public consultation that this meeting forms a 
part of requires the issue of amalgamation to be considered against specific 35 

criteria.  I have not been given the time to address each of these criteria but 
will do so in my written submission.  However, I feel it is pertinent to note at 
this point that the Government delayed releasing the underpinning KPMG 
Report from the citizens who paid for it and is already wasting public money 
on television ads, glorifying the achievement in bringing about the 40 

amalgamation.  This is some process of consultation.   

 
Needless to say, my wife and I, until very recently, welded-on, lifelong Liberal 
voters, won’t be voting Liberal in future.  I guess the Liberal Party feels it can 
ignore the likes of us because it’s got another three years or so before it 45 
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needs to face the next New South Wales election.  However, we won’t be 
waiting for the next New South Wales election in order to give expression of 
our disgust with them. 

 
A very prominent member of the Liberal Party will be facing re-election in 5 

Bradfield in September or October this year, maybe earlier.  He or whoever 
else the Libs choose to run won’t be getting our votes.  Of course, we couldn’t 
contemplate voting for the comrades and the Greens harbour way too many 
misguided socialists so I could only hope there’ll be a sensible Independent 
running on each occasion in future, Independents not sponsored by the gun 10 

lobby.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Now I’d like to call on speaker 21 who is John Brooker.  Speaker 
22 is Barbara Walker. 

John: Mr West, Councillors, ladies and gentlemen, I am John Brooker from 
Wahroonga where I’ve been a ratepayer for over 50 years.  Due to my earlier 15 

employment I have lived in a number of different areas around Australia and 
abroad and have had no hesitations when I had to buy a house, buying one in 
Wahroonga.  We have had a lot of interaction with the Council since then, 
most of it positive.  I am totally opposed to the forced amalgamation of 
Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Councils, two totally diverse organisations with 20 

different problems, values and principles.  I would hate to lose that interaction 
with the Council I've had for so long. 

 
Amalgamation will have a very adverse effect on many aspects of Ku-ring-gai 
and organisations which have been acknowledged by the Government as 25 

meeting financial sustainability and infrastructure, service management and 
efficiency criteria, as you heard from a number of speakers, and I won’t go 
into details. 

 
In practical terms, the merger will result in abolishing a good and efficient 30 

functioning Council.  My main concern is that the Government is justifying a 
forced merger on the scale and capacity criteria alone as a result of a one 
size fits all syndrome.  Despite this, five of the proposed merger Councils of 
the same size have been recommended.  Why this discrimination? One of 
these, in fact, has been the Council of the Premier; coincidence.  Why the 35 

discrimination? Why are we being discriminated against? We need an urgent 
answer to this, Mr West.  We are certainly entitled to know why. 

 
If the unthinkable does occur our very major concern is the danger of 
inappropriate high-rise development, as we’ve heard, moving to Ku-ring-gai 40 

from Hornsby, high-rise which dominates Hornsby and it’s still ongoing.  
Hornsby’s planning controllers allow for 23 storey buildings compared with 
Ku-ring-gai’s average of five to seven storeys.  This will lead to the demise of 
historical Ku-ring-gai as we know it, as so many people have been talking 
about.   45 
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One would wonder why Hornsby has been so keen on this amalgamation for 
so long.  One obvious reason is that it could be driven by development who 
had a ball in high-rise Hornsby but have been denied the same opportunities 
in lower-rise Ku-ring-gai.  Other concerns include financial and efficiency but 5 

you’ve heard lots of details about that so I won’t go into that.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Our next speaker is Barbara Walker and then I’d ask 
Russell Newcombe to get ready to speak. 

Barbara: Good afternoon, Mr West.  My name is Barbara Walker of Roseville, the most 
southern suburb of Ku-ring-gai.  I speak on behalf of a community group, the 10 

Archbold Estate-Roseville.  This group was formed in 2000 to form a heritage 
conservation area of the area east of Roseville Station.  It took 15 years 
working with both Ku-ring-gai Council and State Governments to finally quality 
and be granted our HCA in Roseville in 2013.  To achieve this end we had to 
work closely with Ku-ring-gai Council and the State and come to understand 15 

the process of Local Government.  We are opposed to this forced 
amalgamation and believe that this is a politically-driven process that has the 
ultimate aim to give much greater control to the State Government over 
planning matters. 

 20 

We also believe that creating larger Councils with bigger bureaucracies gives 
less voice to local residents and communities as Council representation would 
be significantly reduced in a merger Council proposal.  In Ku-ring-gai, we are 
used to having two ward Councillors.  At present, this is one Councillor 
representing 12,000 residents.  In a proposed amalgamated Council this 25 

would enlarge to one Councillor to 20,000 residents.  This represents a huge 
diminution of democratic representation.   

 
The increased number of voters would significantly increase the cost of each 
individual candidate to run for election, therefore discouraging individual and 30 

independent candidates.  It is much more likely that candidates would need to 
be party-endorsed to have access to party funds.  We believe that we have 
had our excellent governance and results because of a lack of party politics.  
We highly value our grass roots democracy and are in fear of losing it. 

 35 

After some research, we find that the proposed merger will be a major 
upheaval for little benefit.  Ku-ring-gai Council is financially sound.  We can 
see no financial advantage for Ku-ring-gai in this merger.  We are told that 
rates will certainly rise for Ku-ring-gai residents, up to 17 percent, and not for 
Hornsby’s residents due to what I call Robin Hood economics.  The financial 40 

impact on Ku-ring-gai will be a disaster for us.  We are told that as late as last 
week the financial gerrymander of transferring Epping and Carlingford area to 
Parramatta Council was on the cards, further shredding our financial situation.  
This is unbelievably unfair.   
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People talk glibly about more efficiency by amalgamating Council but this 
would be a total furphy in a new Council area that would be six times larger 
than the one we have with all the practical issues of servicing it.  Such 
amalgamations patently didn’t work for the people of both Queensland to the 5 

north of us and Victoria to the south.  They made that plain at their respective 
ballot boxes and I believe they will here as well.  Both Ku-ring-gai and 
Hornsby already have large populations.  This proposal would create a mega 
Council of 270,000 people.  That’s over a quarter of a million in an area of 540 
km2.   That would be the third biggest in the state.  This would project to be a 10 

combined population of over 350,000 by 2031.  Compare this with other 
Council mergers such as the Premier’s own electorate on the Northern 
Beaches which will have only 150,000.  Lucky them.  Why us? 

 
We believe that our precious and welcome differences are irreconcilable 15 

under one banner.  We are two very different Council areas.  Roseville is eight 
stations from the GPO.  We are firmly urban with subdivisions starting in 
Roseville in 1898.  Hence, the variations in our historical and traditional values 
where there are great differences in built form, architecture, character and 
streetscape.  Hornsby developed pattern was and is largely rural which 20 

includes extensive remote communities and river settlements.  They have 
intense high development around transport only in recent years.  Ku-ring-gai’s 
settlement history is very different with the different outcomes of subdivisions 
and evenly-spread out housing, some of it now of historical importance. 

 25 

Development is consequently also lower and more spread out to fit in with the 
tree canopy ethos, another point of difference between us.  Ku-ring-gai‘s main 
industries are schools and education.  Our LEPs have different setbacks and 
goals of living outcome.  Our HCAs promote our established garden 
streetscape.  Where is the detail and resolution of all these matters which are 30 

important to residents here? We have fought long and hard for their creation.  
There has been a paucity of information about the process, the goals, the 
financial ends, the future makeup and picture of an amalgamated Council.  
This leads to mistrust, mistrust that the Government hands out to pay for this 
transition will not be nearly enough, mistrust over woolly accounting and 35 

accountability, mistrust than an appointed and therefore unelected 
administrator will preside over our Council for nine months after the merger, 
presumably to make these decisions for us.  This is an insult. 

 
It has become clear to us that Roseville and Ku-ring-gai are special places in 40 

the development of Sydney and that they are very vulnerable to complete 
disintegration under the weight of this northern Council of Hornsby takeover 
merely for the sake of a bottom line.  I say two things.  We need a plebiscite.  
Please make no mistake.  This would be a very unhappy marriage. 

Facilitator: Now speaker number 23 is Russell Newcombe and after Russell Newcombe if 45 

Elizabeth Stead could please get ready? Thank you. 
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Russell: Good afternoon.  My name is Russell Newcombe, a resident of Turramurra for 
the last 40 years.  My opening line has been stolen by the previous speaker 
who has a funny way of talking.  I will repeat it anyway.  An old expression 
that I have been aware of for a long, long time is ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’ 
and the Council, both Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby, as we know, qualified when 5 

they were asked to submit reasons why and prove they could stand alone as 
a Council.  Both of them satisfied the Government’s requirements.   

 I’ve got to ask you, how confident can we be in what the Government is 
forcing upon us and their reasons why we should amalgamate because on the 
list of those stand alone Councils was a Council on the north-coast of New 10 

South Wales of which I’ve had a family interest in for those similar 40 years.  
That Council in those 40 years has had not less or not more, I should say, 
than two administrators.  At the moment, well, they're not telling you they're 
broke but my experience with them is they're certainly acting like they are and 
have been for ages.   15 

 They also appear on the list of stand-alone Councils.  Having proved to the 
Government that they could stand alone they were then asked to submit 
justification in regards to scale and capacity.  They could comply with, once 
again, government requirements.  There was no mention of that when they 
were asked to stand alone but that came out of nowhere.  They have done 20 

that and apparently I don't know what scale and capacity were supposed to 
mean but I found out today that scale and capacity, large scale developments, 
is that such as the proposed Aldi development at Turramurra, Tennyson 
Road?  One would hope not.   

 But, if we were forced to amalgamate with Hornsby I don't think the Hornsby 25 

Councillors could give a damn about what was built on the older Parker 
Nursery site in the midst of a very pleasant domestic environment.  The street 
alongside of that site is nothing more – it’s not a street, it’s a country lane and 
that would be a loading dock in the future if Aldi was ever allowed to build on 
that site.  But, that’s away from what we’re talking about this afternoon. 30 

 Minister Toole who was conducting all these meetings and so on through Mr 
West and such, he has a foreword printed that I found out today at the Council 
and there are seven points that he mentions in his foreword which I expect to 
be read out this morning or this afternoon because I found that Mr West was 
going to read out a set format.  On that Minister’s foreword he raised seven 35 

points and these are either misleading or contradictory.   

 The total financial benefit of $90 million over 20 years, four and a half million 
dollars a year after what it’s going to cost in the downgrading of suburbs or 
areas like Ku-ring-gai Council, I don't think when you find out just how much it 
costs, four and a half million dollars’ savings is not going to mean anything at 40 

all.  The 1.5 percent benefit, if companies worked on a 1.5 percent, 
particularly our banks, they wouldn’t be in business.   

 Twenty years to achieve what they want to do with amalgamating Councils is 
a long time.  In 20 years’ time there’ll be a large percentage of those people 
here and around Ku-ring-gai.  They won’t be with us.  Also, there is another 45 
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large portion of that total of people that will be too young now to understand or 
maybe would not be interested in what is being proposed by Mike Baird.  The 
remainder of those, that percentage, there are people who will more than 
likely need an iPad to switch on and find out what day it is.  Thank you very 
much. 5 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Thank you.  That’s great.  Wonderful.  Could we now 
have Elizabeth Stead to the podium and after Elizabeth Stead, Geoff 
Keevers? 

Elizabeth: Thank you very much, Deborah, and thank you, Delegate West.  You'll have 
to forgive me, I can’t add two and two together so the dog ate the guidelines.  10 

I am Elizabeth Stead and a novelist by trade so it’s not hard for me to imagine 
possibilities.  If amalgamation goes ahead it’s not difficult for me to smell the 
flow of concrete, to hear the rumble approaching of bulldozing juggernauts. 

Facilitator: Elizabeth, sorry, could you tell me which Council area? 

Elizabeth: Ku-ring-gai.  How could you not know that, I’m wearing beige?  I’m going to be 15 

quick.  You’ve ruined my line.  And, to hear the rumble approaching of 
bulldozing juggernauts and, there, what was that?  Was that a spot of rain I 
felt or was it the salivating developer?  I wrote a letter, it was actually 
published, to the North Shore Times recently and I really am speaking from 
the heart when I say that the lungs of Sydney on the north side is Ku-ring-gai.  20 

It’s part of the lungs of Sydney.  On the south, of course, we have the Royal 
National Park.  You’ve got to have that break.  What reminded me of that was 
the 1997 World Health Organisation Kyoto Protocol which everybody should 
know about.   

 People need trees and space and air to breathe and we all know that an 25 

increasing population needs somewhere to live but it’s not properly planned, 
it’s not done well.  Children need to know.  I think of the kids.  Children need 
to know what a forest looks like when it’s not 23 storeys high and made of 
concrete.  They need to know what a garden looks like outside their rows of 
units.  There has to be a protected area where these things are possible and 30 

Ku-ring-gai is certainly that place for north of Sydney.   

 Let Hornsby do what Hornsby does best and let there be peace in Ku-ring-gai 
and beauty hopefully, something everyone can enjoy.  Amalgamation 
between Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Councils will not work on so many levels.  
And, you know, drains, we have a shower of rain and all the drains block up 35 

and everything.  It’s just ridiculous.  Air pollution, there’s no planning, there’s 
no proper planning.  Good Heavens, it would be like letting Harry Triguboff in 
Botanical Gardens.  I think if I can ask you, my dear Mr West, to think about 
the protocol, the Kyoto Protocol, it’s very helpful.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Geoff Keevers and then Dianne Connolly. 40 

Geoff: Good afternoon, Mr West and ladies and gentlemen.  My name is Geoff 
Keevers.  I’m a Ku-ring-gai resident and I’ve in Ku-ring-gai for over 50 years, 
nearly all my life.  By trade I’m an Accountant and I must admit for a quarter of 
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a century I worked for those nasty banks.  My particular area of expertise is 
finance business partner as an accountant for large technology and business 
transformation projects, putting together business cases, managing the costs 
on the projects and also benefits recognition, tracking that you get what you 
expect out of the project.  So, this was sort of the project, the merger when it 5 

came up, the proposal, I looked at it and went, “Right up my alley,” almost like 
a busman’s holiday, ‘I’ll go and have a look and see under the bonnet 
because, hey, this is what I do every day’.   

 So, I went to look under the bonnet.  $70 million plus a $20 million bribe.  
Okay.  Right.  But, that was where the details stopped.  There is no detail on 10 

the cost of the project, the sort of things that I would be expected to put up to 
my bosses when I go along with the project such as payback period.  In other 
words, if we spend 10 million, 20 million, I don't know what the figure is on a 
merger, do we get the money back in five years, ten years?  How long does it 
make before we get our money back?  No indication of that. 15 

 In terms of investment one of the usual things we use in the trade or the 
description is internal rated return.  In other words, what is your investment 
worth?  As everybody in the building knows here, if I offered you $100 
tomorrow or $100 in 20 years’ time I’m pretty sure I know which most people 
would take.  So, you need to turn money in 20 years’ time back into today’s 20 

dollars.  There’s no indication as to whether they’ve even done that.  So, how 
much is the benefit is not actually going to be realised until the year 20.  So, 
how about a few key project financial measures like internal rates of return, 
discount rates so people can actually look at the project? 

 So, in short, the General Manager, Mr McKee of Ku-ring-gai Council is quite 25 

correct.  No one has anything like enough information to be able to make any 
sort of informed decision on whether this is a good idea or not.  But, when I 
read a few sentences later in the proposal it read like projects that I see where 
the Project Manager has padded the proposal with anything, just in the hope 
that he’ll confuse people enough to get it up.  Thank you.  A classic example 30 

of this is the inclusion of scale benefits from Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby getting 
together and having a joint tender for garbage collection.  Really? M  McKee, 
if you could bring your counterpart at Hornsby I’m happy to shout coffees 
while you realise that benefit.  Sorry.  In the real commercial world if I went 
along to my bank managers with that sort of proposal they’d say, ‘Go and buy 35 

the coffees and then come back with a decent proposal’.   

 So, in short, if you want to look for money savings look at the IT systems but 
you don’t need mergers to do that.  All Mr Baird needs to do is get a working 
group together so that we have common IT systems, world-class IT systems 
jointly developed across the Councils.  You'll get most of your benefits without 40 

a merger is my gut feeling.  And, from experience of having been involved in 
several large bank mergers – and I’m talking Australia’s big four banks here – 
the synergy benefits, scale benefits are much harder than people appreciate 
because two teams of eight doesn’t equal one Supervisor.  So, they're not 
there often.   45 
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 The second piece I’d just like to briefly touch on is I’ve been involved in the 
management committees of junior sports teams and now senior sports teams 
for nearly 20 years.  Ku-ring-gai has a chronic shortage of playing fields.  
There are inadequate and insufficient grounds.  Ku-ring-gai does not have a 
ground that meets the minimum requirements, neither a Sydney Cricket 5 

Associate first grade team nor a Sydney Football Association cup team.  
Hornsby has one oval which is Mark Taylor Oval that barely scrapes into that.  
Northern Tigers won the First Division competition several years ago.  They 
had to decline to go up because there are no suitable grounds.  As we've 
heard, the costs of grounds are too expensive for a Council level.   10 

 So, the comment that after the merger with all these wonderful benefits, we’re 
going to have this infrastructure.  I was promised this by Tony Horback in the 
early 1990’s from the developer levies.  In the time when they’d just put in 
Bicentennial Oval in 1987. 

Facilitator: I’ll get you to wrap up. 15 

Geoff: Thank you.  It’s good to see another oval finally going in how many decades 
later?  And the population is?  Spare us. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Dianne Connolly who is speaker number 26 and then Kerry Piper, 
who is speaker number 27 on behalf of the Wahroonga Westside Residents 
Group.  So, our next guest is Kerry Piper.  Thank you.  Sorry, Dianne 20 

Connelly, my mistake.  Sorry Dianne.   

Dianne: Good afternoon, Mr West, and the panel.  My name is Dianne Connelly and I 
have been a resident and constituent for 20 years in Turramurra.  I used to be 
a political staffer and worked for Barry O’Farrell.  It was a hard job.  I have 
never spoken at any public meetings before and I thought I owed it to my 25 

fellow Ku-ring-gai residents to speak up and be heard against the Baird 
government’s broken promise to force the merger between Ku-ring-gai and 
Hornsby.  This public meeting, in my opinion, is a total time waster as the 
Baird government has already decided to proceed with its forced 
amalgamations regardless of your opinions. 30 

The spin that is coming from the Baird government is all smoke, mirrors and 
statistics and with the backing of professional consultants and the waste of 
millions of taxpayer’s dollars, the merger with Hornsby is a done deal, done 
deal guys. 

Facilitator: Sorry, I know you’ve got a political background but I would ask you to address 35 

Mr West thank you. 

Dianne: Regardless of our democratic rights,  I am here in the hope that Mr Garry 
West will hear the residents of Ku-ring-gai’s commitment to this wonderful 
community and the need to retain our independent Council to prevent us from 
being sucked into a mega Council vortex with Hornsby which has been 40 

indifferent in strategic and community values from Ku-ring-gai.  We need to 
consider the following pertinent points. 
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The forced amalgamation has zero benefit for Ku-ring-gai Council and 
residents. 

Hornsby Council and the developers will be the big winners with this merge 
amalgamation. 

The Ku-ring-gai area, as we value it today, will be decimated. 5 

We’ll have increased rates, we’ll be paying for debts that Hornsby has had for 
years in the way of the money pit pouring. 

There will be destructive development regulation changes allowing massive 
high rises as are currently in the Waitara Hornsby town centre. 

Whenever a contentious issue arises such as planning laws, forced Council 10 

amalgamations or mining rights, the Baird government has a pattern of 
breaking its promises and contemptuously ignores the majority of 
constituents’ wishes. 

The only democratic and equitable way to resolve this contentious issue is for 
the Baird government to allow a referendum to allow all Ku-ring-gai residents 15 

to vote either yes or no. 

In closing, I would like to point out that there is no such thing anymore as a 
safe seat in New South Wales and lesson 101 to all MPs and Ministers, listen 
to your electorate.  Let Ku-ring-gai maintain its independence.  Thank you Mr 
West. 20 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Kerry Piper is representing the Wahroonga Westside 
Residents Group and therefore has 10 minutes to speak. 

Kerry: You’ll be relieved to know, I’m not going to speak for 10 minutes.  I think a lot 
of it’s already been said. 

My name is Kerry Piper and I’m here speaking on behalf of the Wahroonga 25 

Westside Residents Group.  We’re a group of about 60 residents based 
around the west side of Wahroonga in the area around Ada Avenue and the 
streets off Ada. 

I’m not going to start going through in detail the negatives for Ku-ring-gai 
associated with the proposed amalgamation.  That’s been well demonstrated 30 

by the other speakers and Council’s own submission to the enquiry but when 
I started to think about this, it made me think about the larger picture.  If there 
are so many negatives for Ku-ring-gai in this amalgamation, why is it being 
pushed too hard by the State Government?  It’s clear that all of the benefits of 
amalgamation must be going to serve interests outside of Ku-ring-gai and for 35 

me that’s the most important aspect in this debate.  The people who have 
chosen to live in Ku-ring-gai, us the community, our interests are all being 
sacrificed to interests outside of Ku-ring-gai and the beneficiaries are largely 
the New South Wales State Government planning department and the 
development lobby. 40 
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Our resident group was formed specifically to protect the amenity of just the 
neighbourhood that we live in from development and we were able to do this 
simply by utilising the protections already laid out in the Ku-ring-gai LEP.  
Protections that recognised what a unique and valuable place Ku-ring-gai is 
but the support of our local Councillors was absolutely essential in this 5 

process.  The Ku-ring-gai LEP is constantly and ruthlessly under challenge by 
developers and also the Council’s planning department is constantly under 
pressure from the State Government planning department.  An amalgamation 
with Hornsby Council will significantly weaken Ku-ring-gai’s LEP, Hornsby’s 
greater floor space ratios and the much larger height limits will see Ku-ring-10 

gai’s protections destroyed.   

Ku-ring-gai is an area of great historical significance and it still retains much of 
its built heritage and is enhanced by its natural assets.  It’s what attracts 
people to live here.  The high blue gum forests still existing in areas like 
Turramurra, is unique in a large city.  In any other major city of the world, Ku-15 

ring-gai as an area would be valued.  It would be looked after.  It would be set 
aside and protected. 

Planning policies would seek to preserve the historical and traditional values 
of the area and enhance them with the addition of new development.  Instead, 
we’ve seen State Governments from both sides of politics force state planning 20 

provisions that have seen the knocking down of heritage buildings and the 
cutting down of trees that are hundreds of years old.  The local Council is the 
last line of defence in trying to protect the remaining heritage of this area. 

The State Government is undoubtedly one of the biggest beneficiaries of this 
amalgamation.  Larger Councils, larger Council areas mean less Councillors 25 

and less local representation for residents.  It means that resident groups will 
find it much harder to be heard.  With amalgamation it’s going to be so much 
easier for the State Government to implement blanket planning policies over 
large areas and local community concerns won’t be effectively represented. 

Ku-ring-gai can take more population if that’s what the State Government 30 

wants but our unique environment must be protected and population growth 
must be planned for within this context.  That will not happen with Council 
amalgamation.   

State governments have become remote from the people who elected them.  
They’re driven by the agendas of self interested lobby groups and in New 35 

South Wales it’s no secret that among the most powerful of those groups is 
the development lobby. 

Local communities depend on their local Council representatives.  They’re the 
means by which the community can have their views represented on the 
issues that most effect the quality of their day to day lives, and I’m not talking 40 

garbage collection and street repair here, I’m talking about future planning 
and living amenity in an area. 

The Councillors are from our own communities.  We may not always like what 
they do, we may not agree with all of their decisions but we do have access to 
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them.  We have access on a level now impossible to obtain at any other level 
of government even through our local member. 

This amalgamated Council will be one of the largest in New South Wales, 
larger in size than the Government’s own recommendations for Council sizes.  
Communities will only have 1 Councillor now per 18,000 to 20,000 residents.  5 

Currently there is 1 per 12,000.  This is a drastic reduction in representation 
for the people of Ku-ring-gai and the opinions of the diverse communities 
within this huge area cannot be effectively represented. 

Resident groups see this amalgamation as a further step which will shut out 
the views and concerns of the community and centralise the power of the 10 

New South Wales planning department. 

Ku-ring-gai has fulfilled all the criteria to prove it can survive without 
amalgamation.  We can debate the Government’s very fluid and ever 
changing requirements for population size.  The effects of the amalgamation 
are demonstrably negative for Ku-ring-gai and therefore Mr West, we would 15 

urge you to find against amalgamation. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Now, our next run of speakers are Christine Drake, who is 
number 28.  Faye Barnes will be 29 and Janine Hickson, 30.  So if those 
speakers could prepare while we listen now to Christine Drake.  Thank you. 

Christine: Good afternoon Mr West.  I’ve been a resident in Ku-ring-gai for most of my 20 

life and the thing that upsets me most about this proposed merger is that it’s 
not a merger, it’s actually a takeover.  You have heard from a number of 
speakers, the importance of local residents groups.  Here we have access, at 
the current stage, to our own local Councillors who are aware of our issues 
and to respond to them.  With an amalgamation Hornsby Council, for 25 

example, North Turramurra has a cross hatched area which doesn’t support 
any development whatsoever of vulnerable communities because we’re in a 
high bushfire area.  That will go.  We will be left vulnerable to having more 
communities that have limited egress and access to get out of there in a 
bushfire.  We already have something like 13 elderly hospitals, dementia units 30 

etcetera within a 1.5 kilometre radius.  Under a merger, Hornsby Council and 
the 6 Councillors we have will have little say in protecting that.  I worry about 
that.  I worry about the fact that the Councillors there will have to represent a 
larger number of the population so the residents will not have the same 
access they do now.  In other words, our democratic rights are being eroded, 35 

as they’re being eroded by this proposed takeover. 

Local government is supposed to be local and it’s for the local residents.  This 
will turn into a political situation where the Councillors won’t be able to cope 
with the amount of work they have to do.  They’re all going to have to get paid 
more, so the cost benefits will never eventuate.  I think financially and from 40 

the actual attitude of the residents, this merger is something that is not good 
for Ku-ring-gai and the 1.5% savings that are supposed to be going to happen 
are so negligible they’re ridiculous. 
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I would ask that you support our attitude and our recommendation to have a 
referendum on the issue.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Faye Barnes is our next speaker. 

Faye: Good afternoon Mr West.  May I just divert for one moment and ask Mr 
Henskens, who is our local member to please stand up.  What a surprise, 5 

he’s not here.  This is a shock to my system.  I imagine he must be seriously 
ill in hospital otherwise he would be here. 

Now, I’m very grateful to the gentleman from Ku-ring-gai Council who told me 
that I will be saving 22 cents a week.  That means, in five months I can buy a 
cup of cappuccino.  Now, isn’t that worth a merger?  Honest to goodness, 10 

what is the matter with people? 

I have lived in Ku-ring-gai in the same house for 50 years and brought up my 
three children in the local area, local schools, local sports facilities.  All three 
of them continued to live here until one unfortunately, was moved to 
Melbourne and he regrets that move.  He was very happy in Ku-ring-gai.  I will 15 

be 80 years old this year and for 60 of those years at least, I have been 
listening to people tell me that if I do this or this or this, I will save so much 
money.  Now the extraordinary thing is, none of them have ever come to 
pass.  The money I am supposed to have saved manages to disappear into 
the ether and I am afraid it has made me rather sceptical of governmental 20 

promises of money saving. 

I think there is a very different ethos between Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai which I 
have seen over many years.  I don’t wish to reiterate all the facts and figures 
other speakers have given you.  I’m sure you have recorded all that.  One 
interesting one though, is that the current minimum size for a block of land on 25 

which one may build a separate development housing – separate house, I’m 
sorry, is either 790 or 840 square metres in Ku-ring-gai.  Now, in Hornsby, I 
spoke to their Council yesterday and was told it is 500 square metres.  That is 
some 40% lower than the figure in Ku-ring-gai and this makes me wonder 
why the development lobbies are so keen to change the way things are.  30 

We’d prefer to have a little land and trees around each of our housing areas 
here.  Hornsby, I would like you to go and visit Waitara area, that would be an 
eye opener.  Also, the new development areas at the back of Asquith.  That is 
another incredible feature which you really ought to see.  It is a totally 
different way of development from what is currently happening in Ku-ring-gai. 35 

The other gentleman who talked big not necessarily being better, that 
accountant gentleman, he should have been working for Woolworths when 
they took over Masters.  They might well have benefited from his superior 
knowledge at the time. 

I’m happy to read any amount of gumph that the Government is willing to put 40 

out.  I just wish they would provide all the information that they have.  When 
one holds back information, it’s like in a law court, everybody wonders why 
are we not being told this or that.  I’ve War and Peace.  I’m perfectly happy to 
read however many pages they hand me. 
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Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Faye: Thank you.  I didn’t expect I’d have this much to say.  If $10 million is the cost 
of merging, it’s like the impression given is the State Government is going to 
give us $10 million.  What rot.  They’re giving you back $10 million of our own 
money.  It’s not a donation and I am very, very upset that the local member is 5 

not here.  The local state member I’m talking about. 

Facilitator: In fairness, I don’t know Mr Henskens but Jonathan O'Dea has been present 
for the entirety of the hearing. 

Faye: Yes.  I am speaking of Mr Henskens quite clearly, quite obviously.  I’m not too 
thrilled about any of the Government proposals that are now being put 10 

forward on the radio.  They’re spending a lot of money on advertising the 
pluses of these mergers.  In my opinion, it is imperative that there is a 
plebiscite of Ku-ring-gai people.  It would be very economical if this were done 
at the next Council elections. 

Facilitator: Your time is up. 15 

Faye: Simply hand a yes or no piece of paper and thank you to Councillor Malicki.  
Everyone should have such a wonderful Councillor. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much for your thoughts.  Now we move to Janine Kitson. 

Janine: I’m here to talk to my community and if we are not connected – I’m sorry, you 
have my thing and have agreed this is a sham public meeting.   20 

Facilitator: I’m very sorry to do this to you but everybody else has managed to - - -  

Janine: We are going to overcome them. 

Facilitator: I’ll have to ask Hamish to turn the audio down for me.  Thank you very much.  
I can’t actually allow that to occur and I will get Mr West to tell you the reasons 
why.  If you could just turn your microphone on Mr West. 25 

Garry: Please.  I’m the person who has got to make the report, not these people.  I 
am listening to what these people have got to say.  If you want to speak to 
me, you will not speak with your back to me.  I think that’s the rudest thing 
anybody can do. 

Janine: I do not want to turn my back on my community as the politicians are turning 30 

their backs on this community. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much for your thoughts.  Mr West can’t hear you.  Mr West is 
not prepared to hear your submission.  I think what I would like to point out is 
that we’ve had a really, really fantastic exchange of opinions with Mr West.  
appreciate your passion and I appreciate that you’ve got a point of view and 35 

we’re all prepared to listen and Mr West is more than happy to listen but I 
don’t want to have a scene.  It is very unedifying for you and for us all.  Okay.  
Thank you very much.  So, you’re quite prepared to accept that you have 5 
minutes now to speak to Mr West. 
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Janine: Very happy. 

Facilitator: Thanks very much, Hamish? 

Janine: They have turned my microphone off.  They have brought in the security 
person.  I have no choice.  So, I ask my colleagues, my community who look 
at my back to realise I have been forced to do this. 5 

I do not wish to look at Mr West because this is an absolute sham process.  I 
will begin my speech. 

I’m going to pay my respects to the Aboriginal people on whose land we meet.  
The name of them, the Ku-ring-gai people.  The tragedy in the early 
settlement, they were completely obliterated.  How ironic it is now at this 10 

meeting that Ku-ring-gai, the language is going to be obliterated. 

I commend all the elders who have come to this forum and spoken because 
they have the wisdom and the knowledge of this community. 

My name is Janine Kitson and I am a local citizen of Ku-ring-gai.  In 2000, to 
my surprise, to my delight, I won an election as a Councillor on Ku-ring-gai 15 

Council.  The 4 years I was on Ku-ring-gai Council effectively transformed my 
life.  Where departing from that position, I made a full time commitment to 
look after the communities and the environment, not only in Ku-ring-gai but 
across New South Wales.  And what was this importance of being on Ku-ring-
gai Council?  It was because I learnt the knowledge, the huge amount of 20 

detail about this area and why it’s so important. 

Ku-ring-gai Council empowered me to understand just what an incredibly 
unique and environmentally sensitive place Ku-ring-gai is.  Its bushland, its 
forest, its magnificent blue gums, its gardens, its overwhelmingly number of 
beautifully designed homes, its vulnerability to the wildlife, to its blue gums, to 25 

its habitat. 

The reason I wanted to speak to my community was because I am proud of 
this and I completely reject the validity of this hearing Mr West, not just this 
one in this room but across New South Wales where community after 
community are standing and feeling betrayed and disenfranchised by the 30 

Baird government’s agenda of forced amalgamations.  I reject this hearing, its 
process, its rushed nature and the insult that its timing is occurring soon after 
the long summer holidays. 

With respect to you Mr Delegate, this hearing is a sham.  It is absolutely 
outrageous that over 100 years of Local Government is to be handed over to 35 

another Local Government without the mandate of its community.  Who will 
benefit from this forced amalgamation?  Let’s be honest, it’s going to be the 
big Australian and big foreign property developers. 

A new paradigm is going to be established by this government that says Local 
Government is not about democracy, it’s not about representing your 40 

community.  No, it’s there to be handed over to the developers. 
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Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Janine: There is no evidence that this merger will benefit this community and there is 
yet we know, this government knows that there’s plenty of evidence that the 
Ku-ring-gai citizens have resisted, have opposed, have fought against the 
demands of high density.  They want this community silenced.  This proposal 5 

is undemocratic; you have overridden the resolutions of our elected 
representatives on Ku-ring-gai Council who voted against this forced 
amalgamation with Hornsby.  I commend Mayor Cheryl Szatow and the Ku-
ring-gai as in staff, who have had the courage to truly represent their 
community. 10 

The Baird government’s so called reform agenda represents extreme 
ideology.  They have gone overboard and will smash the structures of a civil 
and democratic community that has taken generations to build. 

Facilitator: Your time is up. 

Janine: Local government is not about business New South Wales, it’s about 15 

representing and serving the wellbeing of communities who love their areas 
and want to protect it.   

I call on Ku-ring-gai MPs, Mr Henskens and Mr O’Dea, to stand up for their 
community and keep the Liberal promise to its Liberal heartland returning 
planning powers to the people, ensuring transparent government, ending the 20 

corruption of allowing property developers to make politics donations and 
finally, keeping the Liberal promise, no forced amalgamation. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thank you very much for those thoughts.  Thomas Martin is our 
next speaker and then after Thomas Martin, Margaret Davey. 

Martin: Good afternoon Mr West.  My name is in fact Martin Thomas, not Thomas 25 

Martin.  Mr West, as you know, I’m a retired professional engineer and you 
may recall that some 25 years or so ago I had the very great privilege of 
serving you when you were Minister for Energy in the Liberal government and 
I valued the time with you and I valued your honesty and decency in the way 
we worked together and I think you for that.  The subsequent government 30 

sacked the Council so I had no job after that but there we are, but it was a 
pleasure working with you. 

Today, although retired, I’m still pretty active professionally in the energy 
sector in a great number of areas and I intend to keep that up.  Like a lot 
people in this room, I’m quite certain, we wouldn’t be here if we weren’t, we 35 

wouldn’t be here if we weren’t passionate about what we believe about the 
way we live. 

I’ve lived in Ku-ring-gai not as long as some, only 39 years and yes, I do have 
a funny accent and please forgive that.  Three married daughters now.  All 
were educated here.  Two of them I’m pleased to say, with our grandchildren, 40 

now live not very far from here at all.  Two of them are very great supporters 
of the local church as my wife and I are.  Locally, I’m an active member of the 
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Probus Club as I’m sure quite a number of people here would be and of also 
St Ives Progress Association which Peter Moate represented, though I’m 
speaking today on my own behalf. 

In my time I managed the Sydney office of a very substantial consulting 
engineering firm.  It underwent a merger.  I’m no unfamiliar with the speed 5 

with which the less dominant culture, which you must realise, was mine, the 
less dominant culture in terms of numbers.  In fact, some of the figures that 
we’ve heard today about Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai, the ratios are not 
dissimilar.  However successful the merger was, and it was not unsuccessful, 
the less dominant culture becomes diminished, people get disenfranchised, 10 

eventually submerged and lost by the acquiring culture.  Now a businessman 
and a shareholder in that business might say, ‘That’s great.’  And the proxy 
for that, of course, we’re talking about developers in today’s discussion.  But I 
felt that something I had worked very hard to build up was lost.  Sydney, by 
any standards at all, is amongst the world’s most liveable city.  Any study will 15 

tell us that.  Part of its extraordinary appeal, apart from its climate, is the 
diversity of its character-full domains, which there are many, there’s the inner-
city trendies, the wealthy eastern suburbs, there’s the dense high-rise units 
we’ve spoken of, generally for young and aspirational couple.  There’s the 
beach suburbs for the energetic sportsman, and there’s relaxing greenery for 20 

active retirees.  And I think I’m quite well reflected in this room, that is judging 
by the hairstyles.  I have no hair, so I don’t have a style.  But there we are.  
Now arguably, coming to my point, which is not dissimilar from most others, 
Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai are totally different.  They each appeal to a very 
distinct demographic, both are right, both have their place in the world.  25 

Hornsby offers light industry, retail outlets, and is surrounded by those to 
whom the nearby jobs offered are utterly paramount and to whom the 
accommodation is affordable.  There’s nothing wrong with having smaller 
houses, we all started that way.  Ku-ring-gai in turn offers gardens and trees, 
ideal for the young and growing families, well provided with good schools, 30 

which many of us have shared, and I like most people in this room did a lot of 
work on the School Council and also the P&C.  We’re very committed, this 
community.  The needs and aspirations of our two communities are broadly 
speaking, totally different.  Hornsby Council, I’ve no doubt, manages its 
unique community needs and aspirations very well.  We’ve heard from their 35 

representative, and I was proud to hear that.  It was very interesting, but 
different from ours.  Ku-ring-gai likewise manages well and Mr McKee spoke 
very eloquently on that, - - -  

Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Martin: - - - the expectations of its own very different community.  And that, in short, is 40 

why we of Ku-ring-gai choose to live here, it’s a choice.  Life is full of choices, 
this is our choice.  Mr Delegate, I for one see relatively limited financial or 
other efficiency benefits arising from the merger, and that’s been very well 
illustrated by my accounting professional friend.  I loved his input.  I looked at 
the figures and I frankly couldn’t spot it myself.  The result in savings, you 45 

know, there – maybe some people will lose their jobs, and very good people.  
There may be some other minor savings.   I just cannot see any savings given 
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that we are where we are.  If we were starting from scratch, it could be 
different, but we’re not, we’ve got properties, we’ve got businesses and so on.  
So I see the real community costs – we’ve talked of all this – in terms of 
redirection of focus, and there will be much of that, the loss of the services 
and the values, and the loss of representation which most of us have spoken 5 

of, is paramount and it’s very worrying.  We in Ku-ring-gai are obviously here 
because we are prepared to pay for those services.  If we save 20 cents a 
week, that might be nice.  I don’t know what I’d do with it.  But I’m personally 
very happy that I get good value from the Council and it’s been reinforced 
today.  I have to say that my personal view is, with the loss of Ku-ring-gai as a 10 

Council in its own right would be an absolutely irreversible tragedy.  And I 
therefore, Mr Delegate, do urge you to recommend retention of Ku-ring-gai 
Council in its own right, and it seems appropriate in the spirit of democracy to 
consider a referendum, particularly in view of the party politics that have been 
aired.  I don’t particular share some of the views said but I understand the 15 

passion of any people.  I think a citizen’s referendum or something of that 
style, and it’s been done in part but something done formally would be a much 
fairer, smarter political way to go about it.  Thank you so much for the 
opportunity to address you. 

Facilitator:  Thank you.  Now I’d like to invite Margaret Davey to the lectern.  And after 20 

Margaret Davey, David Castle. 

Margaret Firstly, thank you to Mr Gary West for this opportunity to speak to detail my 
strong objection to the forced amalgamation of Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby 
Councils.  My name is Margaret Davey and my family have been residents 
and ratepayers of Ku-ring-gai for 15 years.  We live in Bushlands Avenue, 25 

Gordon.  I have been motivated to speak today because of a community 
issue, which affects my family as well as the residents of Bushlands Avenue 
and Gordon.  I will detail this shortly and demonstrate how and why my 
personal issue will be effected by less representation at Council level, and 
how our state laws do not strengthen local communities as the Baird 30 

Government suggests in the merger documentation.  My background, I am a 
biochemist by training and have over 30 years experience in management 
and putting together detailed submissions to our Federal Government in the 
aim of having medications listed on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme.  
The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme is managed by our Federal 35 

Government and provides medicines, which have proven safety, efficacy, and 
cost-effectiveness in providing for the health for all Australians.  A decision to 
list the drug on the PBS is based on what we call evidence-based medicine.  
No evidence, no listing, simple as that.  Why I am detailing this firstly, 
because what we are witnessing here is a decision, which will have a 40 

profound effect on the lives of Ku-ring-gai residents without the evidence to 
support the decision.  A fly away media line by the Baird Government 
suggesting great financial savings for the residents of Ku-ring-gai is based on 
a complete lack of evidence.  A competent decision maker would reject the 
proposal, or return to the application to provide evidence before changing the 45 

lives of so many people for both Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai.  The Baird 
Government merger proposal documents suggest a future savings that will be 
the result of this merger – of this future savings.  There is no evidence that 
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there is – and there is no mechanism in place when these financial savings 
will be met.  There should be in place a mechanism where there are financial 
penalties for the applicant if the savings are not forthcoming.  There are no 
mechanisms for penalties, certainly not for the short term for our State 
Government or any future State Government if they got it wrong for the 5 

residents of Ku-ring-gai.  To sell off public assets as this State Government 
has been doing to meet budget shortfalls should not be used to finance 
shortfalls in a heritage area such as Ku-ring-gai.  This State Government 
would certainly not consider selling coastal community assets in the Northern 
Beaches area of Pittwater, and we can see that the Baird Government merger 10 

proposal largely protects Pittwater; the same respect should be granted for 
the heritage area of Ku-ring-gai.  This Ku-ring-gai Council has alienated a lot 
of residents of Ku-ring-gai by selling off or planning to sell off community 
space in order to meet the Baird Government’s requirement to be Fit for the 
Future.  The pressure to sell of moire community space will only increase with 15 

the amalgamation with Hornsby if financial milestones are not achieved with 
the merger.  Once gone, the future generations of Ku-ring-gai or Hornsby will 
never get it back.  Ku-ring-gai residents’ community assets should be 
protected and there is no mechanism in the amalgamation process for this to 
occur.   20 

Facilitator: One minute. 

 We as the ratepayers of Ku-ring-gai own this community.  As owners of our 
community we are small, individual shareholders of Ku-ring-gai.  I emphasise 
this, that we are not stakeholders; stakeholders by project management 
definition are only a consultative group of individuals whose opinion is sought 25 

and may or may not be acted upon.  It is a much abused mechanism in 
Australian politics.  As small shareholders – not stakeholders – of Ku-ring-gai 
we vote for our Councillors to manage the LEP and services for the 
community.  Under the Corporations Law the interest of small shareholders 
are protected from unfair prejudice in keeping of the principles of natural 30 

justice and fair play.  This brings me to my personal situation.   

 My family resides in the middle of Bushlands Avenue in a large block in a R2 
Low Density Residential Area and I am surrounded by likewise heritage 
homes on large blocks with substantial native tree cover which only large 
blocks can sustain.  You would think if you were serious about maintaining 35 

bushlands settings you would start with a street called Bushlands Avenue. 

Facilitator: Your time is expired.  So quick, I can see you’ve got a couple of pages there.  
I don't know how much tolerance we’ve got.  You can send it up as a 
submission, and come to the conclusion. 

Margaret: Just the one thing.  My comment to Mr Baird, our Premier, is if you have a 40 

good look around New South Wales you will discover that New South Wales 
is not a penal colony anymore.  Mr Baird, you are not responsible for the 
pastoral care of Ku-ring-gai residents as your media persona suggests.  
Respect.  Yes, respect should be shown to the residents of Ku-ring-gai who 
have already carried enough of the associated pain in the name of progress.  I 45 
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sincerely want to thank – on behalf of the residents of Bushlands Avenue the 
Ku-ring-gai Council employees and Councillors who responded without 
hesitation to try to protect our community.  It is these people that the merger 
document dismisses as ‘back office people’ who are entrusted by us to 
manage Ku-ring-gai.  It is for these people that I wrote this speech because I 5 

want our message to be heard and not buried away in a file which only serves 
to represent that the community was consulted.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thanks very much.  Please pass your speech up as a submission 
because it would be of great use, I am sure.  We don’t want to miss any of 
that important detail that you had to skip over.  Yes, thanks very much.  To 10 

our next speaker.  I’ve got you as David Castle, is that correct? 

David: That’s correct.   

Facilitator: So, David Martin as a leader of the Marian Street Theatre for Young People.  
It's a group therefore you get allocated ten minutes.  Thank you.   

David: Five will be more than enough.   15 

Facilitator: Five would be fantastic, but you’ve got ten.   

David: Mr West, I am David Castle, Ku-ring-gai resident and President of Marian 
Street Theatre for Young People, abbreviated as MSTYP.  I speak under 
terms of reference C ‘attitude of residents’ and E1 ‘the provision of adequate, 
equitable and appropriate services and facilities’.   20 

 My plea is for both Councils to give greater priority to cultural assets and in 
particular children’s’ theatre.  MSTYP is a small, not for profit association.  We 
provided quality theatre for young people at the Marian Street Theatre for over 
40 years until evicted by Council in December 2013 – for safety reasons.  In 
the theatre we had three long running shows per annum and space for offices, 25 

storage, rehearsals and some classes.  While paying a token rent to the 
Council, we were otherwise self-supporting.  Since then, we’ve had to pay 
commercial rent for offices, storage and classes, and rent for only two short 
performances per annum.  The importance of children’s’ theatre in the 
community cannot be over-emphasised.  We have classes for about 180 30 

children in church halls all over Ku-ring-gai and hopefully into Hornsby.  We 
cater for those children wishing to engage in areas other than sport; we instil 
self-confidence and love of theatre.  Over many years, we have built up 
substantial audiences of children, parents and grandparents.  Our 2014 
petition attracted over 1700 signatures and our recent petition – Ode for 35 

Survival – about 800 signatures in three days.  While not wishing to engage in 
the politics of amalgamation, we support increased priority in both Councils 
whether merged or not to cultural assets in general and children’s’ theatre in 
particular.  Both Councils spend substantial money on sporting and other 
facilities and not enough on cultural facilities, particularly children’s’ theatre.  If 40 

Councils don’t support community theatre, who will?  

 Specifically, the Marian Street Theatre has been left vacant to further 
deteriorate since December 2013.  Various consultants have reported as 
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considerable cost but nothing has been done.  Ku-ring-gai’s proposal for a 
new cultural hub in Gordon needs the theatre to be sold to help pay for it.  
That proposal estimated theatre refurbishment costs at $4.6 million; vastly 
above original estimates of under $1 million.  This inexcusable delay 
illustrates the low priority of cultural assets.  Even if both Councils separately 5 

or jointly decided to build a new cultural hub or new cultural hubs, how long 
will it take and what will happen to us in the meantime?  We cannot survive 
without Council support.  Ku-ring-gai Council has no current plans for the 
short or long term future of either the theatre or MSTYP.  Other Councils have 
spent millions of dollars – for example on the Chatswood Concourse and the 10 

Glen Street Theatre.  We are very grateful to Ku-ring-gai for enabling us to 
survive until 30 June 2016.   But what happens after that?  We asked both 
Councils to prepare and implement plans for the short and long term future of 
the Marian Street Theatre and MSTYP as vital community cultural assets.  
Thank you.   15 

Facilitator:  Thank you very much, Mr Castle.  Paul Cooper is our next speaker followed 
by Ross Walker. 

Paul: Mr West, my name is Paul Cooper and I speak on behalf of Pymble Action 
Group for the Environment which is a community group in Pymble.   

Facilitator: That’s actually not recorded here.  You have ten minutes.   20 

Paul: No, five will be plenty.   

Facilitator: Five will be cool?  Okay.   

Paul: Absolutely, absolutely.  Keep it short.  Pymble Action Group is a residents’ 
action group that’s been going for about 20 years.  It's clear from Council’s 
public consultation processes last year that between 79% and 87% of 25 

residents of Ku-ring-gai oppose a merger with Hornsby.  This means a forced 
merger would be undemocratic.  Accordingly, section 263(3) of the Local 
Government Act is designed to set a very high bar before Ku-ring-gai can be 
forcibly and undemocratically absorbed into Hornsby Council.  An analysis of 
the factors set out in subsection (3) as just provided by the General Manager 30 

of the Council reveals that there is no factor which would support a merger.  
That is, all factors show a detriment to Ku-ring-gai for a merger and no factors 
show any material benefits from a merger to the merged entity.   

The IPART report demonstrates this reality, in fact, quite well.  The report 
finds that for save for one criterion, Ku-ring-gai Council satisfies the Fit for the 35 

Future test that IPART applied.  IPART then appears to assert two unrelated 
matters under the criterion of scale and capacity; namely on the one hand 
scale and second of all efficiency improvements.  So taking scale first, there is 
no explanation of the source or the meaning of this criterion.  Is it, for 
example, a linked criterion – scale and capacity – or is it about a thing called 40 

scale and another thing called capacity? There is no explanation of that.  
More importantly, possibly, IPART asserts that it is a threshold criterion for Fit 
for the Future.   But what’s most important I think for you Mr West that it is not 
a criterion at all under section 263(3) which is where your brief sits.   
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And then if we look at the facts – and this has been said before this afternoon 
– Ku-ring-gai’s scale, that is to say its population of 151,000 by 2031, will 
clearly be large enough for Ku-ring-gai to stand on its own, especially given 
the size of other proposed merged Council areas that the Government is 
currently proposing, and that’s also been referred to as well.  And finally on 5 

this heading, there is no mention of the word ‘capacity’ made by IPART.  So 
although the word appears in the heading of that criterion, it’s not referred to 
subsequently by IPART in the IPART report. 

The second element of this part of the report is efficiency improvements.  But 
we’ve also heard this afternoon that the stated alleged net benefits to merger 10 

are small relative to the overall budge of the Councils, amounting to less than 
1.5% in savings.  In addition, the stated alleged net benefits to merger are 
small relative to net benefits expected from other proposed mergers.  Clearly, 
IPART is not convincing in asserting Ku-ring-gai is not Fit for the Future based 
solely on scale and capacity.   15 

Further, as I mentioned, this criterion is not relevant to your analysis which is 
based on section 263(3).   Given what I have just said, the Minister would be 
ill advised to approve the merger because a decision made which on the facts 
could not be one that could reasonably be made by the minister is liable to be 
set aside by the courts.  Thank you. 20 

Facilitator: Our next speaker is Ross Walker.  Following Ross Walker, John Insure. 

Ross: My name is Ross Walker.  I am representing a community group, Beecroft 
Cheltenham Civic Trust.  I am from Hornsby Council.  Thank you.  I have 
enjoyed today.  It's been very interesting listening to the speakers.  I think it's 
important before I read out my short submission – I have only got two pages.  25 

I’ve kept it very brief because mainly I tend to agree with you.  It's been thrust 
upon us.  We know that.  It appears to be political.  Ku-ring-gai Council 
doesn’t want a merger.  Hornsby Council in a way doesn’t really want a 
merger.  I think you’ll find that most people in the population in the Council 
LGA don’t care.  You’d probably find the 80/20 rule applies in this case where 30 

80% of the population don’t really care what happens.  Anyway, I am here and 
I am representing the Trust.  The Trust has been around since 1964 which is 
a long, long time, and we’ve been representing the local community, and 
we’ve been pushing hard to preserve the local community, our heritage, our 
blue gum high forest, our Sydney turpentine ironbark high forest, our planning 35 

controls, all those issues, our bushland; exactly what Ku-ring-gai Council is 
doing.  So you will probably find that our Council is not dissimilar to your 
Council – their residents are probably not dissimilar.  At the moment we’ve got 
a very, let’s say, liberal Council, which is quite – I use the word pro-
development, but Councillors disagree with me.  They know me well.  But 40 

these are the problems we are having at the moment.  So very similar to the 
problems you are having.  I noticed the speaker number 27 spoke very well.  
The woman from Wahroonga.  She was a community representative and she 
explained the planning process very well.  Anyway, I will move on to my 
submission.   45 
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 I will concentrate my submission on the loss of part of Epping and Beecroft – 
that’s south of the M2 Motorway – to the proposed Parramatta LGA.  That’s if 
this merger proceeds.   

 The Trust has concerns that this proposed loss of parts of two suburbs that 
are located south of the M2 will have a significant negative impact on the 5 

future viability of any proposed combined merger between Hornsby and Ku-
ring-gai Councils.  Submitters have been asked to focus on the key factors 
that will be used to justify the various mergers around the State.  Hornsby 
Council has made a very comprehensive submission based on these factors 
justifying why Hornsby should be under one Council and not three Councils 10 

which currently is the situation.  It has broken – there is a bit of Parramatta, a 
bit of Ryde and Hornsby.  It's in a way dysfunctional.  So Hornsby’s 
submission also recommended the inclusion of the whole of Hornsby into 
Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai.  I think you are aware of that.  There was logic in 
this proposal and it satisfied the key factors they have to comply with.  The 15 

State Government’s proposal that we see at the moment deletes the suburb 
south of the M2 and combines them with the Parramatta LGA, the new 
combined LGA.  From what I can gather, there appears to be no justification 
in terms of these key factors.  There appears to be other reasons driving 
those changes which I won’t elaborate on.  In fact, the Trust considers the 20 

loss of Epping and parts of Beecroft, south of the M2, to Parramatta LGA will 
have a negative effect on the future, health and viability of any merger of 
Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai.   

 Residents of Epping who live south of the M2 have always had a social 
attachment to the immediate suburbs to the north, namely Beecroft, 25 

Cheltenham and Pennant Hills for shopping and schooling.  This was borne 
out yesterday at the public meeting yesterday afternoon at Northcott Centre at 
Parramatta where a resident got up and said ‘I live in Epping.  My children 
went to Cheltenham Girls’ High school.  I shop at Beecroft-Cheltenham.  I 
always have.  I don't go down to Parramatta.’ So there is a social context 30 

there which is one of the factors to consider.   

 Just to elaborate on that, this is unlikely to change if the proposed boundaries 
are adopted due to topography and transport layouts.  Therefore, we consider 
all the key factors have not been addressed in this latest boundary proposal.  
What I am saying is that people who live down at Epping and tend to gravitate 35 

towards Cheltenham, Beecroft and Pennant Hills do it because of 
topographical reasons and also social connections, so those key factors.   

 Also, I think adopting the M2 as the boundary was over simplistic is because 
what it's created is a problem for North Epping.  I am not sure whether you’ve 
noticed that at all.  It's been cut off and isolated.  North Epping must remain 40 

part of Epping proper; it must.  It must be in the same LGA.  It's vitally 
important because otherwise North Epping will become an orphan suburb and 
get forgotten.  Most of the residents here probably are not aware of the 
topographical situation.  You may be, Mr West.  And North Epping has always 
struggled ever since the M2 was built and Sutherland Road was cut off under 45 
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the M2.  It's very hard to get into North Epping.  It's important that it's not 
isolated.   

 Another reason for Epping to remain in Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai is the future 
viability if this new Council does proceed.  All the new Councils require – for 
them to operate efficiently and economically – at least one large industrial hub 5 

and at least one large commercial hub to remain financially viable.  If you look 
at all the various mergers proposed, you will find that – and this is what came 
out yesterday with Silverwater and Auburn Council.  Silverwater is a major 
rate base for Auburn Council and they were very upset because they were 
concerned that they would lose Silverwater, which generates a huge rate 10 

base, the residential rates for the local residents will be impacted because the 
rates will have to go up.   

 With Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai there isn’t any commercial rate base.  Okay, 
we’ve got the CBD at Hornsby with the high rise – so don’t necessarily 
criticise it because it keeps the high rise development in the one spot and 15 

protects suburbs like Beecroft and Cheltenham which are similar to Roseville 
and your suburbs.  Keep that in mind.  But anyway, I think it's important that 
Epping, which is a CBD, it’s becoming a very large high-rise development, will 
have a huge rate base.  Hornsby Council has invested a lot of money in that 
and that’s documented in their submissions.  They will tend to lose that and it 20 

will just go to Parramatta.   

 So for the key factors to be satisfied, Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Council need to 
retain Epping CBD in my opinion.  If not, then Council rates are likely to 
increase which is inconsistent with your key factors.  All this has been 
documented in Hornsby Council’s submission. 25 

 So in summary, I believe the M2 is not an appropriate boundary.  I think the 
boundary should be further south, similar to what Hornsby Council 
recommended, and southern parts of Beecroft and also Epping should be 
included in Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai.  The trust will be making a written 
submission as well.  Thank you. 30 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Now I’d like to call on Mr John Insure and then Judith 
Bossard. 

John: Good afternoon Mr West.  Thank you for allowing me to speak.  I’m John 
Insure and I live in Galston and it’s nice to see that a couple of Hornsby 
constituents - - - 35 

Facilitator: Is that at Hornsby? 

John: Hornsby Council, the village of Galston, part of the rural area.  I agree with 
just about every submission that was given to you this afternoon, so I’m not 
going to repeat all that.  But, I have concerns about the way planning is 
operating in New South Wales, and it seems to me that the developing 40 

interests have taken control of just about every level of planning.  This is my 
perception. 
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 Even in the Hornsby Council, I found that the Council is a corporate member 
of the Urban Development Institute of Australia, which is a lovely group for 
developers.  Now, that to me, seems to be a conflict of interest.  However, I’m 
usually wrong.    

 It seems to me, from my dealings with Hornsby Council, that decisions are 5 

usually made in favour of the developer and I’m presently interested in the 
saving of an area called South Dural from a rezoning proposal that is an 
owner nominated development, and for two years, Hornsby Council has been 
saying that it is going to manage this appraisal and do all the engagement of 
consultants and the like for it. 10 

 Then, last time this matter came to Council, they’d reversed the decision in 
favour of the developer and unfortunately didn’t take any notice of any of the 
constituents.  But, even if that happened, I still believe Hornsby Council 
should stay alone, because, I believe that the political process eventually will 
take place and I think people should be close to the Local Government as 15 

possible and they need representation. 

 Now, apart from the planning, I’m concerned about the environment, I’m a 
passionate environmentalist and I wasn’t to try and preserve our native 
bushland, etcetera, etcetera, and have worked for years to try and look after 
the health of the Brown Creek Catchment, and Hornsby Council - one of the 20 

positive things that Hornsby Council has done – they initiated a catchment 
remediation rate to help revitalise the Brown Creek Catchment.   

Now, if this amalgamation goes ahead, as I see the plan, the eastern 
boundary looks as though it follows the creek.  Now, if you’re going to look 
after catchments, I believe that the whole of the catchment should be within 25 

one Council.  Otherwise, you’ll find if there’s a division along a creek line, one 
Council will say, “It’s not our problem, the damage there,” and the other side 
will do the same.  They’ll just cross shoot the problem to the other Council.  
And, I think we really should do everything we can to protect the environment 
that’s here.  What a delightful view out here, who would like to see that 30 

damaged?  And, I’d like to thank you for this opportunity to speak. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Our next speaker today is Judith Bossard, and before 
we hear from Judith, I would like to remind you that we are due to finish today 
at five o’clock.  We have about one hour to go and several more speakers.  
I’m very conscious of the risk that we might miss points of view.  If you want to 35 

make a point that has been adequately made previously by other speakers, 
you can obviously make your submission in writing to Mr West.  If we’re 
unable to get through all of the speakers today, then writing a submission is 
your best option.  We have, I’m sure, some unregistered speakers, I’d like to 
have a little bit of time at the end of the registered speakers to clear the room. 40 

 So, just take it into account, if you feel that your thoughts have been covered, 
then Mr West has well and truly heard those points of view.  But, right now, 
Judith Bossard.  Thank you. 

Judith: Judith Bossard, Ku-ring-gai area, resident, rate payer for 35 plus years. 
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Facilitator: Sorry, Judith, that’s not your time.  That was the last guy’s time. 

Judith: Can I keep going? 

Facilitator: Yes, you go right ahead. 

Judith: We, in Ku-ring-gai believe in a, well, we in Australia believe in a democratic 
society, yet, in a forced merger with Hornsby Shire, our State Government is 5 

failing to respect the majority opinion of Ku-ring-gai residents.  That is the 
approach of a fascist government. 

 I oppose the proposed merger, which I believe will be disastrous for Ku-ring-
gai, Ku-ring-gai and its residents.  Our current Ku-ring-gai Council is in a 
healthy financial position, provides high quality services and facilities, for 10 

example, we won the Bluett Award and so on.   

 I have had personal dealings with Council, Councillors, staff and on every 
occasion, I have found them responsive and caring.  The Hornsby’s financial 
situation is far weaker and we would probably have to wear their financial 
risks, associated for example, with Hornsby Quarry and making it safe. 15 

 We’re already one of the larger populated metropolitan areas in Sydney, with 
sustainable – with financial sustainability, and being one of the 16 strongest 
out of the state. 

 A merger with Hornsby would mean for us, being swallowed up with a shire 
which is very different from the Ku-ring-gai municipality, with very different 20 

geographical – geographic, environmental, historical and demographic 
identity.  We will also lose the cohesiveness which we currently enjoy in Ku-
ring-gai. 

 Based on comparative land values, we are highly likely to subsidise Hornsby 
area by paying significantly higher rates, if not immediately, then after an 25 

initial period of fixed rates, and meantime, Council costs will continue to rise 
year by year.  So, the sudden hike in rates is going to be substantial. 

 What worries me even more, is the lack of representation of our local area 
that we’re going to experience with a merged Council.  Our Council is being 
swamped, if you like, by a larger area.  Our Council offices will be less 30 

accessible, and I think that’s something we all appreciate at the moment.  
They will be busier, they will be lacking the same friendly local touch.  As I 
said before, I’ve had personal contact with Councillors and with staff, and it 
has always been very, very responsive. 

 That responsiveness, of Council operations to resident requests, will be less 35 

friendly, less immediate, less sympathetic, and most certainly, far 
downgraded.  Our beautiful green urban environment, and it’s quality will, 
overtime, be altered probably are you suffering from any serious illness, injury 
or currently taking severe downgrade with overbuilding, with the possibility of 
more high rise buildings. 40 
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 Compared with the current Hornsby planning controls, allowing for 23 storey 
buildings in their CBD and town centres.  Whereas, in Ku-ring-gai, it’s an 
average of five to seven storeys, except along the railway line, which does 
allow 13 storeys. 

Facilitator: You have a minute. 5 

Judith: Thank you.  None of this will be good for Ku-ring-gai residents .  This is why I 
and over 80 percent of Ku-ring-gai residents oppose this merger, and we ask 
you, Mr West, to make our position clear to the New South Wales State 
Government.  Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Our next speaker is Santa Claus, and after that, John 10 

Linstat.  

Santa Claus: Mr West, may I speak from that phone – microphone, because I can face you 
and the audience.  Apologies, I’m feeling extremely tired and so I’m going to 
just skip through much of this. 

 I want to make five nitty gritty points about forced amalgamation, in one word 15 

for each point.  They are; 1) Scale; 2) Effectiveness; 3) Values; 4) Democracy; 
and 5) Force.   

 Scale, now I’m just going to skip through this very quickly.  Concerning scale, 
we have three levels of government.  We have the national government 
dealing with the big issues, foreign affairs and national security, and then we 20 

have State Government who deals with regional matters, and then we have 
Local Government that deals with all those issue that we’re very familiar with. 

 Local government must be small.  The Local Governments that have been 
existing for 100 years, have been at a scale which has been very, very 
successful, why should we change it.  Can you hear it, I’m sorry.  Maybe I 25 

should repeat that.   Okay.  Now, where are we. 

 Effectiveness, now effectiveness is crucial.  Effectiveness is different from 
efficiency.  Effectiveness is essential, efficiency is secondary.  So, I’m must 
making that short. 

 As for values, I love Ku-ring-gai, love the canopy, the tree canopy, the birds 30 

and all the rest of it.  I believe that the residents at Ku-ring-gai, they have their 
own special values.  Those values are not better or worse than elsewhere, but 
they are different. 

 Democracy, we have national governments where everybody can vote, and, 
for most of us, I think very few of us engage in any – other than voting every 35 

few years, we don’t have any other democratic association with that level of 
government, likewise with State Government. 

 Local government, I believe, is the most democratic of the levels of 
government, and this is a demonstration that we are here, now, this doesn’t 
happen at the other levels of government, and that depends on the smallness.  40 
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We have bush care, wild things, where volunteer residents work in co-
operation with the Council, and they make their resources available.  That’s a 
wonderful combination. 

 Now, I can now read more details of my text, I’ll just skip through that.  Force - 
- - 5 

Facilitator: Just walk up to that microphone. 

Santa Claus: Beg your pardon.  Yes.  Yes.  Force – I’m so used to [indecipherable] - - - 

Facilitator: I know you are, but this is what it is. 

Santa Claus: Force is what the dictators and totalitarian governments rely on.  Democracy 
is used sparingly or not at all.  If used, it is used to benefit the citizens - - -  10 

Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Santa Claus: - - - against corruption and [indecipherable], and criminals.  The Baird 
government is threatening to use force against law abiding residents of this 
society and all the municipalities and shires of New South Wales.  I find that 
outrageous. 15 

 Finally, force is not the way to improve Local Government.  What is the criteria 
for improving Local Government?  Well, it must be the right scale, as near as 
possible to the optimum scale.  That is, a scale which permits it to effectively 
deliver the needs of the residents based on their values, executed by 
democratic means. 20 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Thank you.  Our next speaker is John Linstat. 

John: Mr delegate, thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to speak.  I’m 
a resident of West Pymble and I’ve been, with my wife Heather for the last 37 
years.  I’m the 50th speaker, so I won’t go over a lot of the ground that has 
been excellently covered by many other people. 25 

 I just want to bring to bear, some of my own experiences, particularly my 
work.  I was 40 years in banking and finance.  I was intimately involved in 
many mergers and acquisitions and I believe this is an acquisition of Hornsby 
– sorry, by Hornsby Council of Ku-ring-gai, and, in my own personal 
experience, these matters – the acquiree, which in this case is Ku-ring-gai 30 

Council, always withers on the vine, it’s finished, it’s ended. 

 The quality of life will be ended, our own amenity of life will be ended if we’re 
taken over by Hornsby.  And, we will be taken over by Hornsby because of 
the so called voting rights.   

 They will have more Councillors than Ku-ring-gai will have and they will call 35 

the shots.  It’s a very, very different Council area.  And, when I heard the 
major of Hornsby say that he’d been given awards by architects for what has 
happened in Hornsby, I said, “Good God, that can’t be right.” Because, when 
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you walk up that Pacific Highway and you see what’s happened in Waitara, 
and the centre of Hornsby, that cannot be good for anybody. 

 Anyway, I just want to go on.  I have spoken to our local MP, Mr Henskens, 
I’m very surprised he’s not here, and in fact I can’t believe he’s not here.  But, 
I can assure you, it’s not worth speaking to him.  His mind is made up, he’s 5 

towing the party line, he has been told by Mr Baird to vote for the 
amalgamation and that’s what he’s going to do.  That’s my opinion and I had a 
long half an hour conversation with him. 

 And, the savings that have come up are illusory.  We won’t save 70 million, 
and to say to people you’re going to save $10 a year per head, gee, that’s two 10 

cups of coffee.  If it cost me another $100 to live in Ku-ring-gai, I’d willingly 
pay it.  But, I won’t pay for the mistake of Hornsby in the past. 

 So, I don’t want to say much more, all I would like to say is, is that if there’s 87 
percent of Ku-ring-gai people who want to stay in Ku-ring-gai, not amalgamate 
with Hornsby, there should be a legally enforceable referendum.  Not a 15 

plebiscite, a legally enforceable referendum and that should be allowable, we 
should be allowed to have that and the results given to the parliament of New 
South Wales.  I’m just very disappointed with this.  I’m a student of history and 
when I read the Russian history under Stalin, I see what’s happening here, 
and that’s all I’d like to say.  Thank you. 20 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Just to give you an update, we have five more 
registered speakers.  I’m sorry, wasn’t I speaking on – did my own, that was 
bad.  Five registered speakers to hear from, one of whom is Freddie Martin.  
Freddie Martin will follow our next speaker, Jill Green. 

Jill: Good afternoon, Mr West.  Thank you for this opportunity.  My name is Jill 25 

Green.  I’ve lived in Ku-ring-gai all my life, over 60 years.  I’m also President 
of STEP which is an environmental group that actually covers through 
mergers over various years since 1978 when we were created.  We cover 
Hornsby,  

 Ku-ring-gai and Lane Cove catchment.  Our aim is to preserve the national 30 

bushland from alienation and degradation. 

 My main concern about the merger process that’s going on is that it’s forcing 
a merger of these Councils and creating a great deal of uncertainty about the 
future operation of these Councils.  As all the speakers have demonstrated, 
these Councils have been operating very effectively for many, many years.  35 

And, indicative of that, the concern is that the major selling point is the 
supposed improvement in the operating service of $70 million and this has 
been measured over 20 years. 

 Now, quite frankly, that’s an unbelievable figure and it’s really meaningless.  
Why choose 20 years? Why not choose 30 years and have an even bigger 40 

number? And, the errors that have been involved in creating this figure have 
already been pointed out by many speakers previously.  Fundamentally, it 
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shows a lack of respect to the intelligence of the residents of New South 
Wales and this part of Sydney. 

 Now, just speaking on behalf of STEP, we’ve had a very good relationship 
with Councillors and employees of both Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Councils 
over many years.  Our members and our committee members, some of them 5 

have an academic background and they've got a lot of experience in bush 
regeneration and landscape restoration, so we’re very concerned that when 
the merger occurs, if the staff are cut back and the Councillors have much 
bigger responsibilities, we won’t have nearly as much opportunity to find out 
what’s going on and give feedback based on our experience and our long-10 

term knowledge of what’s been happening in the bushland and the general 
treescapes of this part of the world. 

 And, a major point that’s made in the report about the merger is that there’s 
going to be greater convenience and efficiencies by merging together, having 
uniform policies between Ku-ring-gai and Hornsby, policies like I imagine the 15 

LEP and the tree preservation orders, all these sorts of things.  But, Hornsby 
has a lot weaker tree preservation order.  They allow people to remove trees, 
except in particular conservation areas.  If the trees aren’t what they define as 
a locally indigenous tree, people are allowed to remove it.  Whereas  

 Ku-ring-gai has a blanket prohibition on the removal of trees that meet a 20 

certain definition.  Of course, in the last couple of years, all this has been 
totally overwritten by the 10/50 bushfire supposed prevention laws. 

 If you weaken the tree preservation order and also if you changed the 
planning provisions so that you can reduce lot size and therefore you have 
room of less vegetation, less trees, you don’t only need tall trees, you need to 25 

be able to have new trees growing in order to replace ones that reach the end 
of their lifetime. 

Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Jill: You only have to look out the window and see what a beautiful landscape we 
have and there’s a continuity of trees there.  If you're going to be having more 30 

and more urban development that creates a loss of wildlife corridors and a 
loss of continuity of vegetation for wildlife to move from one area to another, 
there’s going to be a great loss of resilience and there’s going to an increase 
of the heat island effect.  There’s a multitude of research demonstrating the 
benefits of having a highly vegetated landscape, not only for the animals that 35 

live in there, but for the people that live in these environments.  They want to 
see that being lost.   

The State Government is currently rewriting the biodiversity laws.  There’s not 
a lot of publicity about it, but everyone thought that they were rewriting them 
just to change the land clearing laws in rural areas, but it applies to urban 40 

areas as well and they're going to - - -  

Facilitator: I’ll get you to wrap up. 
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Jill: Yes. 

Facilitator: Thank you. 

Jill: So, biodiversity offsets are going to be changed so that you don’t have to find 
another land that’s like for like if you're going to chop down trees.  Instead, 
you can just pay a bit of money to the State Government and we’re just going 5 

to lose more and more vegetation.  So, that’s the major concern. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much for your contribution. 

Jill: Thank you very much. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Freddie Martin is our next guest and after that, Trixie Whitmore. 

Freddie: Good afternoon, Mr Delegate.  You outlined in your opening speech that you 10 

will be reporting to the Local Government Boundaries Commission.  I’m going 
to ask you, in the name of justice and fairness and procedural fairness and 
due process, that the Boundaries Commission may conduct a survey or poll of 
residents and ratepayers to assist it in determining the attitude of the 
residents and ratepayers of the area or areas affected by the proposal.  Now, 15 

that is section 265 of the Local Government Act.  So, could we urge you to 
conduct that survey or poll of the entire electorate and ratepayers and 
residents of Ku-ring-gai? 

 Now, I think it was Professor Alice Tay who said that there is an extremely 
fine line between democracy and totalitarian government.  If the Baird 20 

government continues to persist in ignoring the will of the people across 
Sydney and, in particular, of Ku-ring-gai – and you've heard a very small 
section of that here today, which is why I’m urging the Boundaries 
Commission to conduct that poll or survey – forced amalgamations, very 
clearly against the will of the electorates, is evidence of totalitarian 25 

government.  This is the absolute bottom of the pit when it comes to 
democracy.  It is not only an affront to democracy, it is an attack on the 
democratic freedoms and rights of its people. 

 Now, my particular area of interest – and it’s difficult at number 52 to be 
original – but I have heard it mentioned twice so far and that is I come in  30 

 Ku-ring-gai from an area of bushfire risk, evacuation risk, gazetted and 
mapped under the provisions of the Senior Living SEPP.  The intention of 
bushfire protection measures should be to prevent flame contact to a 
structure, reduce radiant heat to below the ignition thresholds for various 
elements of the building, and to minimise the potential for wind-driven embers 35 

to cause ignition and reduce the effects of smoke on residents and fire 
fighters. 

 Now, we have the Baird government’s provisions so far of a code 10/50 which 
has removed, wholesale, enormous amounts of Ku-ring-gai’s canopy.  
Canopy in the bushfire areas provides bushfire protection.  This was not 40 

brought in for protection of residents in bushfire areas, it was brought in 
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directly to benefit development.  Those who have ridden on the coattails of the 
developer interest and have removed trees for other reasons, such as 
improving their views and improving, as they see it, the financial resale of their 
properties, have done so to the detriment of their own and their 
neighbourhood safety. 5 

 Our deferred areas to the KLEP, that is, the Ku-ring-gai Local Environment 
Plan, are not yet on public exhibition.  They've gone to the gateway process 
and I would urge those who live in bushfire areas of evacuation risk to watch 
out when that process then becomes a matter of public submission.  It should 
be soon.  How soon, I don't know, I can’t get from Local Government at all.  10 

Maybe they don’t quite know yet when it will go on public exhibition. 

 If we merge and have a forced merger with Hornsby Council, how will that 
place the provisions of the KLEP?  And, we haven’t even yet got to public 
exhibition.  These are areas of bushfire risk combined with bushfire 
evacuation risk.  They met very, very strict guidelines from Planning New 15 

South Wales and from the Rural Fire Service.  It was very simple, one criteria 
had to be met and that was where the evacuation route passed by the actual 
hazard, there was no alternate means of evacuation.   

If we cannot get – and I say this quite advisedly and you will see everyone 
leave the room – if we cannot get the existing population out, why would 20 

government, any government, actually wish to increase development in these 
areas? There is only one criteria, the RFS put it up properly, and that was that 
if there was no alternate means of evacuation, then you started to reduce 
development.  And, if I am not mistaken, and if every speaker so far has said 
this is about development, then where is that going to leave those people who 25 

live, families that live, old people that live – me as well – in those areas? Most 
of them are even unaware that they live in a bushfire area.  They do not 
understand simple basics of maintaining their properties to keep themselves 
safe.   

So, we have a problem and the Government has a problem.  No government 30 

has a mandate to take risks with the electorates’ lives, no mandate 
whatsoever.  So, I would urge you to bring to the Boundaries Commission 
attention that they do have the right under section 265 – is that correct? – to 
put that poll and to conduct that poll, in more areas than Ku-ring-gai.  We 
don’t burn in any different way from other areas.  They have an actual 35 

responsibility and liability for our lives.  Thank you for your time.  You're a very 
patient man. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Now, Trixie Whitmore, I do apologise.  And, after Trixie Whitmore, 
John Townend and then Reno Barbro.  So, Trixie, Whitmore, John Townend, 
Reno Barbro. 40 

Trixie: Hi.  How do you do, sir?  I formed the Richmond Avenue Action Group many 
years ago.  I’m over 80 now, so you’ll have to forgive me.  I’m not quite as 
spry as I used to be, which is very frustrating.  But, I’ve been in the areas 
since the 1960s.  We built our house in Killara and then I became very allergic 
to the chemicals and the pesticides and I moved to St Ives, and I’ve been in 45 
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Richmond Avenue now for 30 years plus.  I’ve loved the whole municipality 
here.  The people are different in Ku-ring-gai.  They're friendly.  There’s a 
soul.   

This municipality has a soul, unlike many places I’ve been to, and I can’t fault 
the Council, who’ve been behind me when we fought the developers in Mona 5 

Vale Road and we won, trying to put 18 houses on one small block with no 
bushfire provisions.  And, it’s something I raise, because this area is a 
bushfire area and I live in the flame zone in Richmond Avenue.  And, of all 
things, after I packed all and threw out all those all fights that we had – and I 
must say that Council were behind us all the way, I can’t fault them.  My local 10 

Councillor for my ward has died, but I have a new one in Christiane.  We’ve 
always been able to talk to people and the things that Ku-ring-gai Council 
provide are not provided by other Councils. 

They have provided me with a lovely beehive of native bees and I’m looking 
after them and they fertilise my garden, something which is devoid of many 15 

gardens these days, because the people have killed all the bees with their 
sprays.  They have a rubbish collection which is superior to Berowra, because 
my son lives there.  And, if we have to chop up – well, we can’t chop them up, 
but if we had branches of small trees and shrubs that we can’t get it off, we 
just ring them up and make arrangements to leave it out on the nature strip 20 

and they’ll come and take it away.  They've also got a terrific guy in Matthew, 
who arranges all the activities for us oldies and youngies in the municipality.  
They have exercise classes which are terrific, and tai chi, etcetera, etcetera.   

And, the other person whom I would like to give a good plug for is Mr Clarke.  
Mr Clarke runs all the environmental issues in the municipality.  He has lots of 25 

volunteers who help with the weeding and cleaning up the bush.  But, also Mr 
Clarke, under his direction, you can transfer a big swimming pool into a 
magnificent fish pond, and he comes out and directs you over the months.  
My neighbours next door have done it with great success.  What other 
municipality provides these facilities? There are none.   30 

And, I just think we are so blessed.  The people are lovely, they're friendly.  If 
you move into a new part – I’m in Richmond Avenue.  I’m now probably the 
oldest person there.  I turned 80 last year, much to my chagrin.  I’m not very 
happy about it.  However, I wish my legs were a bit better.  But, I just feel that 
we are blessed in this area and what people forget is this is the lungs of 35 

Sydney, because it’s the trees that give us the oxygen.  And, without trees, we 
lack oxygen. 

Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Trixie: And, I just would like to say thank you to the people who’ve helped me over 
the years here and I love living in Richmond Avenue and I wish and hope – 40 

I’ve just resigned from the Liberal Party.  I have.  I’m going to vote for Fred 
Nile at the next – yep.  Well, he’s kind and good and wholesome, unlike many 
people these days in politics.  And, I would thank you very much for your time 
and I just hope you’ll take those messages.  I concur with the people who’ve 
spoken, but the bushfires have not been provided for, because if you haven’t 45 
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got big areas of land for the bushfire brigade to turn round in, the bush fire 
engine, fire engines can’t back out of areas.  And, I say that you can’t build a 
lot of houses and settlements on one sight in a bushfire prone area. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much. 

Trixie: It’s too dangerous.  And, thank you. 5 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Thank you.  I envy your bees.  Now we’ve got John Townend, 
and after that, Reno Barbro. 

John: I envy your bees too.  I’ve got an empty hive. 

Trixie: What happened? 

Facilitator: No.  Don’t go there.  He’s got five minutes. 10 

John: Mr West, thank you for this opportunity.  I’m from Ku-ring-gai, fourth 
generation, produced another one – God help Ku-ring-gai – and, in turn, 
they're producing.  But, I’m just one of the dull-witted people who have come 
here confused, because I don’t see the argument for what the Baird 
government is suggesting should happen with amalgamation.  I’ve got through 15 

the 11 points that you've laid out in this paper that you gave us very kindly 
when we came in.  Thank you for that.  And, I guess all I can do now, because 
I think they've all been covered, but any other factors relevant to the provision 
of efficient and effective government in the existing or proposed new areas, 
well, yes, I think there is one and it’s not been used and it’s very much kicking 20 

the ball back into the State Government’s hands. 

 Councils work well, as well as any institution or organisation can, but like all 
those institutions and organisations, they're not always perfect.  We’ve had an 
example where it’s taken the ego of the bridegroom to draw attention to 
certain Council activities and then the persistence of our press before the 25 

Local Government actually realised they may have a problem there and finally 
acted on it.  Now, what I suggest that Mr Toole and his department do, 
become far more focused on what’s going on and, when residents write and 
say, ‘We’ve got a problem over here.  We don’t agree with what’s going on,’ 
and that does happen from time to time, then they look into it and they give 30 

the Councils some reminder of the ordinances under which they work.  There 
seems to be a real, real reluctance in that. 

 I think this is a completely unnecessary process, but what is in place and if it 
would be used by State Government, is the ability for Councils, when they 
stray off what is considered the straight and narrow, they're brought back onto 35 

it by the department that’s there to do the job.  So, thank you very much, 
that’s all I have to say. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Barbro Reno or Reno Barbro, I’m not quite sure.  It’s one of those 
names that could run either way.  Barbro or Reno, thank you. 

Reno: Mr Delegate, I have been a resident of West Pymble for 45 years. 40 
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Facilitator: Would you mind giving me your name correctly, because I'm not sure of our 
record? 

Reno: My surname Barbro is spelt B-a-r-b-r-o, and my first name is Reno, also 
known as Ray. 

Facilitator: Thank you. 5 

Reno: I’ve been a resident of West Pymble for 45 years.  My background is in 
engineering, economics, business analysis and planning.  I wish to make 
some observations.  I will be following this up with a more detailed 
submission.  What intrigues me is why is a public hearing being held before 
submissions have been submitted? There is a deadline in four weeks’ time 10 

and that really intrigues me.  Are you going to ignore those submissions? Why 
the rush to get this going? Why is there so little information released to the 
public?  

In fact, there is a KPMG report which came to light.  Now, the Herald 
approached the Office of the Local Government Association for a copy and 15 

they admitted they didn’t have a copy, so the KPMG report is only available in 
the Premier’s office is my understanding or the understanding of the paper.  
Now, there are numerous bodies who would like to get hold of that or at least 
view that KPMG report.  That is one request I’d make of you, that that report 
be made available to everyone.  There is very little information provided.   20 

Now, Premier Baird was asked by Wendy Harmer on the ABC last week why 
do we need to amalgamate Councils.  Now, the Premier came back and he 
said, ‘Well, look, if you travel along Parramatta Road, you've got Leichhardt 
Council, Ashfield, Burwood, Strathfield, within a short distance.’ That’s true.  
But, I would make the observation that Ku-ring-gai would be roughly the same 25 

size as those four Councils combined in area and in population.  Now, there 
may be a need to amalgamate those four Councils, but there is certainly no 
need to amalgamate Ku-ring-gai. 

What I find most intriguing was that the inquiries that were held found Ku-ring-
gai to be unfit to continue in the future.  Now, that is most intriguing.  Having 30 

been involved with large corporations and also small corporations, the 
executive of those corporations would be only too happy to be in the position 
of a local Council.  For a start, local Councils have guaranteed revenue.  
Revenue is indexed.  It’s growing revenue.  They are in control of the budget, 
so they can control the expenditure.  If they don’t have the revenue, they can 35 

postpone certain expenditure to future years and, if they have long-term 
assets to construct, they could make use of borrowing.  Such long-term 
assets should not be funded from annual revenue.  Certainly repayments of 
borrowings, but not the original construction. 

Now, savings from the amalgamation were mentioned to be 1.5 percent or 40 

less than two percent generally, I understand.  Now, given that we were not 
given the information, we don’t know what the assumptions were behind those 
savings, and I would put it to you that two percent or less is not material.  It is 
not worth going through this exercise.  I understand that the Committee of the 
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New South Wales Legislative Council, Committee Number 6 I believe, looked 
at the proposed amalgamations of Councils and they have very grave 
reservations with the proposed amalgamations. 

Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Reno: So, I ask that the KPMG report and all assumptions behind these savings and 5 

whatnot be released to the public.  Also, there was an election promise that 
there would be no forced amalgamations.  I request that you strongly urge 
that there be no forced amalgamations. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Now, that brings us to the end of the list of registered speakers.  
We have 15 minutes, thank you very much, or actually less than that, about 10 

ten minutes, and we have to allow that we must end on time at five o'clock 
and there is absolutely no exception allowed to that rule.  So, are there any 
other speakers?  If you would like to just raise your hand, I’ll give you the call.  
The same rules apply.  So, the man in the orange shirt is first.  Five minutes is 
what your time allocation will be.  Give me your name and where you live. 15 

Geoff: Geoff Calvert, Ku-ring-gai. 

Facilitator: Thank you. 

Geoff: I have two quick points to make.  The first is, after all my research on this 
subject and listening to all these people today, I have still come up with only 
one good reason for amalgamation, and that is it will solve the problem of the 20 

Berowra Netball Club playing in the Ku-ring-gai competition, where some Ku-
ring-gai peoples don’t want them.   

The second more serious one is that I feel sorry for you, Mr West.  I believe 
you've been duped into taking on this position as Delegate in this farce of a 
process.  No matter what you come up with in your conclusions and your 25 

submission, it makes no damn difference.  The government’s mind is made up 
and you have no say in the process and I’m sorry that you've been duped.  
Thank you. 

Facilitator: Thank you, Mr Calvert.  Would you like to speak?  So, we have another 
speaker, and any other hands, just raise them.  There’s one right up the back.  30 

I’ll get you to start walking towards the front.  Tell me your name and where 
you live. 

Jane: Thank you, Mr West, for the opportunity to speak.  I’m a resident of Ku-ring-
gai, long-term resident. 

Facilitator: Your name please? 35 

Jane: My name is Jane [indecipherable].  I have worked in fields of consulting, 
government departments and the community sector.  My interest is in 
dissemination of information.  That has been my career.  What I want to draw 
your attention to is the hidden consequences in consulting, the unindented 
consequences that can happen in consulting.  Also, the hidden costs of 40 
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political decisions in government departments, which you as a member of a 
government department once would probably be more aware of than I.  And, 
the third thing is the lack of attention to human capital in this economic 
rationalist approach. 

And, also I’d like to emphasise the wonderful record of Hornsby/Ku-ring-gai in 5 

terms of community services.  Now, community services hasn’t been 
mentioned much here before, so I’d like to first talk about that.  I have been a 
member of an organisation for over 30 years that began in Ku-ring-gai.  It has 
now expanded to the extent of taking over some of the services for Hornsby, 
owing to the demise of organisations there of a similar nature.  So, I can’t 10 

speak highly enough of the support that has been given in terms of 
community services area of Ku-ring-gai. 

One of the examples I’d like to bring up in terms of hidden and unintended 
consequences in consulting, I was a consultant tutor at costs benefit analysis 
of the development in the north, in the Kimberley - - -  15 

Facilitator: You have a minute. 

Jane: - - - and, subsequently, there was the development of the order of a scheme.  
But, they were unaware of the degradations that insects could take on crops 
etcetera that were developed there, for example, rice, and also the parasites 
and so on in cattle.  And, so there were many costly ventures developed in 20 

those areas which came to no avail.  So, that’s one example.   

A second example was when I was in a government department and there 
was set up a network for information dissemination to outside organisations 
as well as in that department.  A consultant recommended that the 
department concerned be no longer cut into regions, but into clusters.  That 25 

had the effect of destroying the integrity of the information network and - - -  

Facilitator: Thank you very much. 

Jane: - - - I believe that the network concerned sued the department - - -  

Facilitator: Thank you. 

Jane: - - - for that. 30 

Facilitator: Thank you so much for your contribution. 

Jane: So, that’s unintended consequences of consulting. 

Facilitator: Thank you. 

Jane: And, the other thing is - - -  

Facilitator: So, no, I must say, your time has expired.  We do have very, very limited time 35 

now and other speakers. 

Jane: Okay.  The other thing - - -  
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Facilitator: Thank you very much. 

Jane: - - - I think you’d be aware of - - -  

Facilitator: No.  I think you’ll have to - - -  

Jane: - - - is human costs of political - - -  

Facilitator: Sorry. 5 

Jane: - - - decisions on - - -  

Facilitator: I’ll have to - - -  

Jane: - - - departments. 

Facilitator: - - - give a call now to someone else. 

Jane: Thank you. 10 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  Noel Trump has already given me his name.  He’s 
about to step to the microphone now.  Anybody else who’d like to make a 
submission, we have about four minutes, so it has to be really super quick. 

Noel: Mr West, first I’d like to congratulate you on your patience and forbearance 
and attention that you've given during the whole afternoon.  Normally, we 15 

have a ten minute break every hour or so and you haven’t even requested 
that break.  That is fantastic.  But, apart from that, I wanted to reinforce a point 
that was made earlier.  I come from Hornsby Shire, which we don’t have many 
supporters for anything in the area.  But, anyway.   

But, the Beecroft/Cheltenham [indecipherable] took part at Bethungra was 20 

only the attention to the detail of the boundaries, and I do come from North 
Epping, the area that he pointed out was being isolated.  We are being 
isolated in that we are cut off from all of the rest of the Epping area.  We have 
no direct contact at all, road contact, with the Hornsby/Ku-ring-gai area.  It 
would mean going through the new Parramatta/Holroyd area to then turn up 25 

and go up north to Hornsby.  It seemed inappropriate.   

The point was also made that perhaps on the other side of Beecroft Road 
there is a problem there in the alignment when they followed the M2.  The M2 
makes a great dividing line to just draw a line across.  There’s the M2.  North 
Epping is north of the M2, whereas the dividing line for the rest of Epping is 30 

south of the M2.  Now, that’s great, but we’ve previously been considered 
separate divided by a river course through.  Now there’s been talk about 
whether or not the catchment area or how you take that into account and 
that’s another problem.  But, the division by the M2 has isolated us into a little 
pocket that goes in with Hornsby/Ku-ring-gai and has no other affiliation with 35 

that area.  Thank you, Mr West. 

Facilitator: Thank you very much.  We now have insufficient time to take any further 
comments.  Of course I’m sure that you’ll like to hear Mr West make his 
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concluding remarks and please be assured that written submissions will be 
gratefully received. 

Garry: Thanks, Deborah, and can I say thank you to everybody for the way in which 
you've participated in this afternoon’s process.  It’s not easy for you to get up 
and speak publicly, sometimes in deference to other people’s views.  I respect 5 

that and I appreciate that.  I have taken lots of notes.  I did say I come to this 
not being an advocate for or against.  I will leave this with a still open mind.  I 
will wait for the closure of submissions before I then really start my 
examination process.   

So, thank you all for coming along today.  Those who’ve spoken, the 10 

transcript of today’s proceedings will be generated to provide a formal record 
of the proceedings.  These transcripts will be publicly available at the 
conclusion of the examination process and the reporting process, and they 
are also going to be available to me.  If I missed something in capturing what 
you've been saying today, they will be able to assist me. 15 

I would like to remind everyone that as well as the information that’s been 
provided today, you may make written submissions and they will be an 
important way of me gathering further information.  Some people have already 
indicated as part of the process they will be doing that.  If you feel that you've 
missed something in your verbal or oral presentation today, please follow it up 20 

with a written submissions.  Written submissions close at 5:00pm on Sunday, 
the 28th of February and I think there’s a flyer that’s gone around that 
indicates the addresses or how you may submit that.  And, I would like to 
once again thank you all for your attendance and formally close this session.  
Thank you. 25 

END TRANSCRIPT 

 


